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' ' RECONCIL IAT ION "AL  WAYS POSSIBLE"  • ' 
''New. relationship" for Pierre and Margaret? 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- Prime separation also indicate the said in an interview Friday get back together," she Trudeau's policy, has relationship, the spokesman "with regret" his wife's The separation agreement 
Minister and Margaret two, may still get back before loa'ving New Yerk to said. remained unchanged and referred to the  an- decision to leave the gaveTrudeautbecoatudyof' 
Trudeau may not--have together, spend the weekend with A spokesman for the that whateverMrs.Trudeau nouncement of the marriage and pursue an their three sons Justin 
called it quits for their '-'It's-lw • a ays possible that friendsatMountKisco, N.Y. prime minister's office says is her own business, separation and would not independent career "and Pierre, 5, Alexandre 
relationship, despite the we will never get a divorce "Maybe when his job ss refused to comment Sunday Asked for comment about elaborate further, both pray that their (Sacha)'Emmanual, 3, and 
official announcement late beeause, inour own way, we prime minister is over, about Mrs. Trudeau's the indications that the two The announcement said separation will lead to a Michel CharlesEmile, who 
still love each other," she there will b e a way for us to better elationship, will be two in the fall--but gF~ndaY~_~at theywould be. p red ic t ions ,  say ing  may be starting a new the prime minister accepts . . . . . .  
B separate ann aparc at . Mrs. Truneau wm nave 
1~_. Trudean's'requ.est.. f ~U @. ~I~BMI& ~ f t .~ "~ "generous acce~"to them. 
, usose trtenas ot me I I I  ~I 1 . -~ In=nKu ~ I I ~ ~ DOUGLAS__ • The primemlnisters, pont, 
Trudeaus said during the ,, a quiet weekend m his sons 
weekend their plans to I III:IITaI_  . . . .  l l I~  +; CHANN|L  company at his offlclal 
spend tinge to~ether this / samnsR=-~ ~ ~r~Mw~ ~ / / ~'~1" : " \  RI~ALTY country retreat at 
summer in Eng,~nd and at | f rom MM MM i MM MMMff M~ / / ' \ I_ , • Harrington Lake in the 
the prime minister's | I / '11"1MAA' IP  • • MM-"  n ~'MM / / .~,.~.~ , . _ .  LTD. Gatineau Hills 
Harring~n Lake residence I l~ l l l lV l rk l  • • I / [ ]  i I I ~ ~ - -  But it will ~ business as  
~e s.igus the two may be /DA IP~I r~ O " l ' te .  i [ ~ J  ~ / / " ' ~ ' ~ ~ ' " " ~ m l A I  nsualtoday. 
s mru.ng ..a new type  of I m~rtm,um~,~ m iV  + _ . . . . . .  ' I / b~7-.A.l-Jr. I The brs~up of the six- 
remuonship. I . . . . . .  . ,  _ . ,  " " Serving uerrace, KiTimat, the mazeltons, Stewarxand the Nass / / . . . . . . . . . . . . .  yea.rold marmge followed 
Comments made by Mrs. i tower  (,IVy I .onTro  MOll , [ | 369 K;Jty Cenvre . Klllmal an mcreasin~ estranlement 
Trudeau a.bout .the..a.n- ~ 632-2024 . ~/OLUME 71 NO. ]9 . MONDAY, MAY 30, 1977 ~ ~ "deal with the friendly folk" , .of Trudeau.;'57,.and'his 28- 
nouncement ot tnalr ~ ~ % " , , , / "~ • year-nit, wile. 
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• . . . .  ,i+-- BUT TAASK SHUT OUT 
abound for oilport+ opponents.... 
Formal heartngs 
slated for July 
Oil port inquiry com- 
mi=loner Andrew Thomp 
sonhas  announced that 
lead during the formal 
inquiry." 
But  on Firday, Thompson 
said: ',The burden of 
leading evidence to show 
that reasonable bounds can 
be established and met will 
be on the applicants, who 
will be expected to lead off 
inpresenting witnesses." 
Thompson also announced 
that the inquiry would go 
beyond the Kit/mat proposal 
to investigate the alter- 
natives to "receive oil 
shiDoed by tankers movtn~ 
formal hearings into a 
W0P~Od oil port in Kitimat 
will get underway in July. 
Thompson told the Herald 
that there will be six phases 
0f hcarings to be held at 
different locations. 
Phase 1, +~confined to 
Opening statements and 
legal considerations, tarts 
in Vancouver on July 18. 
Phase 2, concerning west 
coast'tanker ~affic, Will 
als0 ta~,,e::.i~.ee in Van- 
couver ueginning on ~ep- 
teui6er.,7'. .•~. , .~+ 
begin about • the t~nd o f  ~ ~ ~  ,:+ ,! ,, ,: 
Phase 4, on environni~ntal been lint fdrw~rd" by Trans 
impact, will likely take Mountain Pipeline Ltd. to 
place in Vancouver and recelveailat Cherry Point, 
Kit, mat. Phase 5, regarding .Washington, for shipment,o,+ 
impact of the • port on 'Edmonton by revers ing,he 
fishing, "will be in Prince flow of its Edmonton to 
Rupert probably in Washington State pipeline. 
November. And phase 6, on Trans Mountain announced 
the socioeconomic impact, Friday that It has formally 
will be held in Kitimat, applied to the National 
"hopefully before the end of Energy Board for a permit 
the year." to reverse the flow .on, this 
Thompson said that ad- pipeline. 
justments to the schedule On a related matter, 
would be made as they were Thompson said that he now 
necessitated, understands that the 
He said that no dates have National Energy Board's 
yet been set for less formal, hearings into the Kitimat to 
community hearings, but he Edmonton pipeline ap- 
told the Herald that he was plieation will begin in 
• "sure" that Terrace would August. 
be one location for such 
+ Coalition's money BARRETT + 
.... PREFERS just for . lawyers? 
RAIL  WAY 
meetings. 
Although is report is due 
to be submitted to the 
federal government by 
December, Thompson 
admitted that "it is not 
likely that it will be ready by 
the end of the year." . 
"I can have an extension 
of time if necessary," h.e 
explained. 
GaryGallon, aspokesman 
for the Kitimat Oil Coalition- 
-the largest group opposing 
the oil port proposal-said 
that the announced schedule 
did not give his group 
enough time to adequately 
prepare its case. 
At "Rreliminary 'hearings 
in Kttimat earlier this 
month, the Coalition had 
urged Thompson to delay 
the start of formal hearings 
until mid November. 
Gallon was pleasecl, 
however, with another 
decision of Thompson's, this 
one forcing the oil com- 
panies to take the lead in 
presenting evidence, 
Oil company represen- 
By ANDREW J.PETTER . ~,000; District of Kitimat, 
tatives at theprelim _friary ' Herald staff writer $5,000; Queen Charlotte By ALLAN KRASNICK 
bearings had said that. they ~ Coalition, 15,000; and the I;, . . . . . . . . .  ~o.. r,o. = 
did not want to "take the  The federal government B.C. Wildlife Federation, , . . . .  ** m=, ,,r=,,,,,.,,~,a., 
has agreed to  .provide $10 ,0C0.  ~.~.~..~,'=:=,;7=3h.L,''~='.'..':~ 
• ' / : " /  $380,000 to assmt" groups A number of smaller '~"'~-'--+= . . . . . ." ="~'~'~-"~'on"7° ... 
'~ ~ ~i; ! ~i:~ partmlpating m the Kitimat groups Includl g the ,.w.,.~. ^ .  ~.= . . . . .  ~,,. • " * ' * " n 111~ , , J l+51~ 0 W i I1,11 g lL I t  O , , l l l kK I  
~ '  +! +. i~ oil port mqunry, inqmry Terrace-Kitimat Alliance .h-.. ~ I~.~o. . ; I  . . . . . .  
. ~ • . l l xa l l kp  rL~tOO~M va J  ~ a v o o  i:: ~++ .+++ #+:! comm]smoner Andrew Against Supertaakers to . . . . . .  
Thompson announced Kitimat (TAASK) did not uana~ ~ m": . . . .  +~ i . . . . . . .  d l - -  d- ire oust returnee ~rom taws rrmay. . ' reeewe any tun ug esp ..+,,. ©~.+,^. u..,. ,-_.,,,,o~ 
, : : .  " ' . * • Wl I41  ~ W &  , tv l JMm~ I t .w&lmw~. ,~ I 
~ :  : " : " ~ ; + + :+ ' 1 : "+ + ' T + In an excluswe telephone, its applications for money to , . . . .  ..: . . . . . .  ..., I, = 
:~'  " * " n mugg l lC t l "  SUVI ; I I IU JL  O l i iM~ t / . t .1 .  interview wnth •the Herald, complete a health study a d T.+..4--. . . . .  +o..+ =o.+..+ 
' : :+ + :, ' i i Dr. Thompson stud that he conduct soeio-eco omic =.d..! .., -..=;...,, .,ol ,~" " • ' - , * " n J LU I ,~AIV& ¢ l~ '~+l t~1414t~ " ~ l~ l lw~& 
~" ++ , ! ,  ~+ i t  " l l l t . .~ .1~l l ,  I I1111L4 ~IV l l L~mJ41g~l l~ I J l  
/i t hadt,,,4,.,.,=l, pressed,~m,=,.,m=,t~them ~ ,(t ,,,+ researeh.,,wo.,m~,,t ho,,e =- - , -h '  to spokesmen,' Barrett sald" 
, ,  ' 1 ,  tU~a~ W a ~  i l l i / , J l l lU~k I ,MUVCl~l fd l  /~ further but that the fun~ cover all the applications, .. su - -~  for his ""~"---~ 
allocated were sufficient o Dr .  Thompson told 'the 2a ,~, . .~ ,~ t,.,: .P,.~: m a xempnone terv~ew enable  par t i c ipat ing  Herald from Vancouver " - . . . ]_e)nc ...... ._ 
_~d ~:~ mll orga ,zations to=operate 'The guide rues (nc d t~ ,=ii n~mmwl d~- -  . shi by ta ~ " n" ' . . . .  ' I" ' t "~n n'om?Victorla, uarre= sam 
da!~.~Co~j't' : reasonably effectively:" by  ,ithe federal gov£etm~ + ~ : l r ~ ~  ~ =  
~ : t~o +t , ,,....:'+ ' + .~ ,,+ ,~v - . . . . . . .+  
$220+000~ , ,+~ll go-to three :~h~e.  t e strong 
r, oil port. proposal" • the" Jack "~ahour, TAASK • .4E~L ~. . . . . . . . . .  + ~ ,,. 
Kitimat Oi l  Coalition, chairman, said that be had ~nz!sn, comrpu!ans { :
• "th t be AlasKans sup o~ me pmn, $100,000; the Umted no comment a can ,i._ , , , , ,~ ~P~.~ . . . .  ,.~ 
• . - , , .  t lU Iq~ A IME-  I+ I IU~I -  D i l l& I ,  Fishermen and Allied pr inted . regard ing ,,._ ..~ , _ 
~i :w, , . t~. . . .  , -~ , , ,  'rKom,ffion', announcement necause mey ve neen 
" ii; victims of the boom-bust $60,000; +and native peoples, Jahoar said that the TAASK 
$90,000. steering committe would be experience." 
An additional $120,000 will meeting on Tuesday, May ,~ He said the project would 
to ~ discuss the fundin offer the state a means of be divided among these transportation for its 
three groups to help them allocations, including t~ resources and goods out of 
provide witnesses, possibility of obtalnin the state while transporting 
+ money from the Kitimat O into Alaska products needed 
Coalition, .of which TAASK for the !ncaleconomy. 
Both Senator Gravel and 
.The remaining $40,000 will 
be shared among five other; 
:~+~ii~..... groups: Kitinmt-Terrace is a member. 
~+~+:~+~.:~i~+,. and Prince Rupert labour But, when contacted by 
groups, $15,000; Kitimat- this newspaper, Coalition former Governor Hickel are 
Stikine Regional District, spokesman Gary Gallon "strong rail advocates", 
• said that none of its funding Barrett said. He added that 
state officials "are aware "She always gets her man" - although in Thoatre's:presentation of Little Red Riding would be available to go 
this case Brandy Petch's man just happens" Hood, during the Terrace Outdoor Arts /.and individual members or 
to be her father, Lyle. Lyle played the part •Fair held on Saturday. • 
of the policeman in Terrace Little 
that the present b.c. 
conduct original research, government stopped con- tax Gailonsaidthathe "would stmction on the Deuse Lake 
like to have seen a number ,BCR extension" but he FINDING especiallysome°f" smaller groups, declined to relate their FACT- TOUR u,~ -+ ' "  of those in v i . s  on the e l . . .  
the northwest get federal Barrett told the Herald 
assistance" but that the Clark comes to listen ,a toMy tent ra insaday  ' VICTORIA (CP)-Major $I00,000 given to the would be required to tax reforms which could Coalition would just cover transport petroleum at a 
rate equivalent o super- have an impact" on the legal fees and other direct tankers bound for a 
QUEEN CItARIX)'F~E 'tour organizers met with, movements near the Sandstad agreed that the supply and price of land are costs of participating in the propesed Kltinmtterndnai. 
CITY. B.C. (CP)Con- Clark for about 40 minutes proposed Kitimat,. B.C. meeting had been too short, being explored by the hearings. 
servative leader Joe Clark to dlscusa localproblems in tanker terminal. Clark said he was pleased provincial government, "Pointing out .that the The "astronomical figures 
met small crowds and polite therngiou, whichfallsinthe Both Potmtus and Sand- with the tour's progress, Housing Minister Hugh Coalition has requested of rail activity that~crities 
• miles Sunday in the second CoastChilcotin riding of stad said later they were which he considers more of Curtis said Saturday. $456,000, Gallon said he was (of Barrett's plan) cite are 
day of his campaign-style Liberal ~ Jack Pearsall. disappointed by the short a factfinding expedition The minister told the "satified with the amount incorrect", he said. • To the NDP leader, the 
sweep through British "We need a better main time they had with Clark, than a campaign trip. annual conveption of the received, but we will still be Kitimat oilport proposal 
Columbia's coastal com- ferry system and who had asked them "to "It's important for me to British Columbia Chamber fighting with one hand tied "leaves~ no sncial  or 
munities, reasonable feeder service brief me aswell as you can understand the kind of of Commerce the reforms behind our back." economic benefits and is 
After a morning in- from places like Bella in half an hour." problems face to fact," he would have some He estematod that the 
, ,  , l  ' " formation session with Coola, said committee It s always like this,. saidin an interview, "and to manent changes in P;hre Kitimat Oil Pipeline com- potentially, extremely 
municipal representatives member Cliff Kopas. The saidPountas, who presented indicate that we do not in- Income Tax Act which pony would be s~nding "at dangerous." With a 
at Port Hardy, on the north Liberal government's Clark with a raven mask tend to run the kind of would be of general ap- least $I million to par- railway, there would be 
decision to end financial carved by a native craft- government that will ignore plication and not limited by ticipate in the hearing. "normal, gradual growth of 
the realities of life in remote time conStraints or re- Gallon said that his the northwest and astable • northern small. 
CUPa of vancouver Island, 
rk's party boarded twin- subeiu=es to ferry sorviee in scan. "People come in and 
engine float planes ,for the the region has led 'to re- just stay for a short time." communities. • strictod to designated areas, orgaization would sit down base for 
hourlong flight to Bella due,ion in service. " , ,. Curtis said his ministry with the other major anti-oil businessmen who have 
Coola, a fishing and~|ngging Archie Pountas, "Bella ",~ had initially been,reluctant port+participants and plan a invested their entire lives in 
community ~ on the Coola band chief, told the to join a federal-provincial strategy on which area of the area." "The Social Credit. at- 
mainland. Conservative leader that TODA Y, THE CLARKS =k force on the price and the inquiry each group titude to the pioneers ofour 
native people in thearea re supply of land, but later would concentrate its ef- north seems to be that 
. An eiKht.member corn- particularly concerned agreed to participate after forts, they've just written them 
mittee o f .  community about the environmental TO K IT IMA T, TERRACE assurances that federal District of Kitimat mayor, off," Barrett eharged. 'Tm 
representatives invited by effects of oil tanker . taxation policies would be George Thorn, said that the 
• discussed. 
HUNDREDS FEARED LOST 
Death toll rises to1 70 
SOUTHGATE, Ky. (AP) 
-- Bodies fused together by 
flames and stacked three 
feet high were removed with 
.the help of a giant crane 
Sunday from beneath the 
fallenroof oFa big night club 
here where as many as 400 
persons may have died in 
one of .the worst fires in- 
•United States history. 
By midday Sunday, 170 
bpdies had been brought out 
of the ruins of the three- 
storey, brickwalled Beverly 
Hills Supper Club, which 
was crowded with thousands 
of patrons celebrating the 
U.S. Memorial Day holiday 
weekend when fire broke out 
Saturday night, apparently 
in the basement. 
Officials estimated that 
between 50 to 250 other 
bodies still were trapped 
under the collapsed steel 
girders that had supported 
the roof. 
The large construction 
crane helped rescuers peel 
away the cooling rubble, 
exposing more bodies. 
Campbell County coroner 
Fred Stine said 130 persons 
were taken to hospital for 
treatment of burns and 
smoke inhalation. 
A temporary morgue was. 
set up atan armory, where 
shee~rapod bodies formed 
long white lines on the floor. 
Stine said most of the vic- 
tims died of suffocation, 
although many of the bodies 
trapped ins'ide were burned 
badly.zdl 
The building had no 
sprinkler system. 
i 
Progressive Conservative Leader Joe Clark 
and his wife Maureen McTeer will visit Kitimaf 
and Terrace today. 
After touring ~he proposed Alaska.Kifimat oil 
tanker route, the couple will arrive in Kltimat at 
3 p.m. Clark will meet with civic officials at 3:20 
at municipal council chambers while hls wife 
tours the Alcan smelter. 
Clark and his wife will aflend a public 
reception this evening at 8 p.m. In the Terrace 
Hotel. 
Tuesday morning, the Tory Leader will be 
interviewed on television; before meeting with 
civic officials at 9:40 a.m. in the Terrace 
municipal building. 
He wil l  speak to the students of Caledonia 
senior Secondary School at 11:05 a.m. before 
departing for Prince George. 
He said the basic change 
would be making the tdX 
consequences relating to 
disposition of small parcels 
of land-five to 10 acres-more 
certain and to provide the 
vendors of small land 
parcels with additional 
flexibility from a tax point 
of view which now does not 
exist under the act. 
The minister also said it 
was unlikely such changes 
in the act would be sufficient 
to motivate owners to 
dispose of such land. He said 
additional tax incentives 
must come in the form of a 
provincial tax credit made 
available to owners selling 
their property. 
$5,000 allocated to his 
municipality makes it 
"evident that Dr. Thompson 
doesn't' hink it is fitting that 
Kitimat be a major par, 
tieipant." 
The district had asked for 
$95,000. 
"Dr. Thompson had 
assured me ,ha,we should 
he a major partcipant," 
Thorn said. "In handing 
.down his decision...he has 
seen not to do so when i t  
comes to dollars and cents." 
Thom said that Mthongh 
the .district Would not ab- 
,stain from the inquiry, it 
would only he able to par- 
ticipate '*a very minimal 
amount...$5,000 bucks 
worth." 
surprised that none of the 
northern government 
MLA's have been fighting 
for a positive proposal like 
this." 
The opposition leader mid 
he would soon be releasing 
• copies of the railway report 
he submitted during his 
meetings in Anchorage. 
Weather 
Yesterday: High 17 Low 4 
Today: High 16 Low 4 
Cloudy 
.Tuesday: Cloudy with 
occasional showers 
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When the Daily Herald's presses are 
running, between two and three each 
morning, carrier boys like Mike Mailloux, 
13, are fast asleep, catching up for the 
brutal sound of the alarm clock at 6:00 or 
6:30a.m. Delivering amorning paper is no 
easy task for our Herald couriers, but the 
extra money gives the youngsters an op- 
• ~; j :  
• !' ,2,:;!i 
- ; .  C 
~; / ' !2  
• . .  i • ~ :":~ 
:!!!:!i:!: 
portunity to save up for a new bicycle, 
perhaps a camera, or maybe even to help 
morn with her household expenses-like 
giving weekly allowances to the children. 
When your carrier boy comes canvassing 
this week, help him...and his mother.., out 
a little bit. 
' NOT' FOR CHIE'DREN 
Rowdy Canadian farce 
set for Terrace stage 
For a good time Friday 
• night, callao at McCall Real 
Esatte and reserve a seat at 
~: the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The Playhouse theatre is 7: 
::~ coming to town with a play 
": that i s  definitely not 
i!: recommended for children. 
:;: A rowdy, funny, fast-moving 
farce, written by Allan 
:-i Stratton, it is called "72 
:!! Under the 0" 
,? Wand to know what the 
title means? 
' (You'll have to see the 
play, because nobody is 
telling. ) . , 
With director Paul 
Reynolds, who is the artistic 
coordinator of the 
Playhouse New Company, 
and a cast of enegetic 
Vancouver actors, the 
evening should keep 
:~. everyone  watch ing  
fa.~cinated. 
The New Company 
~,! tackles a lot of new and 
ii interesting plays during it's 
i:: season in Vancouver, and 
this should be no exception. 
~ The Terrace Little 
Theatre is sponsoring their 
visit to Terrace, and they 
are anxious to have people 
attend. It will be an op- 
portunity for you to see a 
Oil spills 
into river 
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C• 
(CP)--A team of pollution 
control experts was working 
Sunday to contain an oil spill 
in Stewart Creek •which 
flows into the Peace River 
about 50 miles southeast of 
this northeast British 
Columbia community. 
The spill occurred Friday 
night when a 12-inch pipe 
broke on the pipeline owned 
: by Westcoast Petroleum Co. 
Ltd. 
A spokesman for the 
pollution control team said 
strong currents in the Peace 
River, caused by heavy 
weekend rains, were han- 
dicapping efforts to contain 
the spilled oil. 
Cause of the break in the 
pipeline was not known. 
fine group in action, and to 
have a good time. 
Tickets are $4.00 for 
adults and $3.00 for students 
and old age pensioners. 
That's a bargain rate if you 
rush right down and buy 
tickets for the best seats in 
the house. , It's also a 
bargain compared to 
regular theatre ticket prices 
SECRECY 
ABOUNDS 
VICTORIA  (CP) - -  
Secrecy, burglary and in- 
timidation are tactics being 
used in Canada for the self- 
interest of powerful pol- 
iticans, MP Gerald Baldwin 
charged Saturday. 
Baldwin (PC-Peace 
River) made the statement 
in an interview during a tour 
to gather support for a 
freedom of information bill 
now before the House of 
Commons. 
The 19-year MP proposed 
the legislation three years 
ago as a private member's 
bill which would guarantee 
fr~e public access to most 
government information. 
Baldwin said Saturday 
that all levels of government 
in Canada should be made 
accountable to the people 
they represent. 
He said it is the opinion of 
the top mandarins in the 
Liberal government in 
Ottawa that the ad- 
ministration is entitled to 
use blacklists, secrecy, 
burglary and intimidation to 
achieve its ends. 
Baldwin charged that the 
Pierre Trudeau government 
in Ottawa and the former 
Robert Bourassa ad- 
ministration i  Quebec had 
followed the dictum of 
Richard Nixon, former 
president of the United 
States, that crimes were not 
illegal if they were approved 
by government. 
He also said that the 
prime minister is an elitist 
and so is his Liberal 
government. 
for this same company on 
their home stomping 
grounds in Vancouver. 
Which all goes to prove 
that you can have a better 
time for less money in the 
country than in the big city. 
And you won't have to 
worry about not seeing 
anyone you know...everbody 
who's interested in being 
entertained is going. Make 
a date; if not with someone 
else, then just with yourself. 
Have a treat. Friday night, 
• 8 p.m., at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre; "72 Under the 0"  
with the Play house 
Theatre. 
"72 Under the O" makes 
fun of academia and in- 
surance lales, involves 
suicidal .~ wives and 
distraugltt husbands. 
Shown in a scene from the 
play are, from the topleft, 
William Webster, Beth 
Kaplan, Drew Gillies, 
Nicola Cavendish, and 
Norman Browning, of the 
Playhouse. A barrel of 
lughs is guarenteed. 
KITIMA T GROUP ESTABLISHED | 
Parents want voice in education 
of the parents heard in  the 
schools. 
Marj Fowle, who is 
relatively ne~ to the area, is 
organising a meeting to try 
and get the committee for 
Kitimat set up. She was on a 
similar organization i  the 
east."Mrs. Fowle said the 
idea of such committees was 
at first rejected by many 
people in her community, 
but"., once it got going the 
enthusiasm was enormous." 
She has hopes that 
something the same will 
happen in Kitimat. 
If the committee gets 
started, she hopes it will 
"snowball" so that there is a 
lot of input from parents and 
educators alike. 
The crucial point is irj. 
volvement. If enoug,' 
people turn out at the 
meeting being called £o: 
Thursday night, June 2, it 
By JOANNE AMES 
llerald staff writer 
Some enthusiastic parents 
in Kitimat recently took an 
idea to principals, depart- 
mvnt heads and teachers in 
the schools there. 
There is a committee 
operating in Vancouver 
called Education Advisory, 
and there are similar 
committees operating in 
eastern Canadian provin- 
ces, that bring parents into 
the education system. 
The Vancouver com- 
mittee states that its role is 
".. to promote the free 
exchange of ideas between 
principal, staff, students 
and parents relating to 
school programs and 
policies." 
.The Kitimat idea is to set 
up a similar committee in 
their city, making the voi~ 
PREFER KITIMA T 
Cherry Pt. port 
disturbs our MPs 
may be possible to elect 8 to 
10 individuals to begin 
immediately thinking about 
the priorities of the 
organization. 
"We have to have 
priorities, or we won't get 
MUSiCiANS 
PERFORM 
INVICTORIA 
Four young musicians 
from Terrace and Kitimat 
travel to  Victoria this 
weekend to: participate in 
the British Columbia 
Provincial Music Festival. 
The four compettting are 
Rachel Reay a flutist from 
Terrace, pianist Ruth 
Pousette of Terrace, 
vocalist Candace Bummer 
also from Terrace and Gary 
Schuss an accordionist from 
Kitimat. 
These musici,.a-~ won the 
honor of competing in the 
provincial by virtue of their 
showing in the recent 
• Pacific Northwest Musical 
Festival. 
Inaddition, scholarships 
have been awarded to six 
other local musicians who 
will attend the provincials 
as observers. These include 
Margaret  McDan ie l ,  
Carolyn Hagen, Jackie 
De Jong ,  Jeanne 
Rauschenberger and Cathy 
Patershuk all of Terrace 
and Laurie Schuss• of 
Kitimat. 
The musicians will be 
accompanied to the festival, 
which will take place at the 
University of Victoria, by 
five festival committe 
members who hope to pick 
up ideas for next years 
although the decision of Pacific Northwest Music 
where to place an oil port in Festival. 
Washington isup to the state 
legislature, he now "would 
be in favor of something on NEW YORK (CP) -- 
the outside, beyond Port An- Whether it is the blouson, 
geles, or something clear ,ho,,hom;,o the school--irl 
outside or even . . ~ ~,~ ~. : , : : ,  , .~ ,  .~  ~ E , . ,  • ""t'm t "  . . . . . . .  "-, , me mgn-nse or-me uroppea 
m]  a .  , ,  : , . ,  . to rso , :what  new dress 
Port Angeles, about 35 
miles south of here on the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca, and 
Kitimat, on the B.C. coast 
about 450 miles northwest of 
• Vancouver, also are being 
considered as trans- 
shipment points, and would 
link up with pipelines yet to 
be built. A pipeline to the 
East exists at Cherry Point, 
and Washington Governor 
Dixy Lee Ray favors using 
that facility. 
Meeds als0 said that 
shapes have in common is a 
reliance on soft, tactile fab- 
rics, feminine details and 
refined cut. In fabrics, floral 
or paisley-printed challis is 
the front-runner, followed 
by wool jersey and sheer, 
lightweight woolens. 
VICTORIA (AP) -- 
Canadian representatives at 
a United States-Canadian 
interparliamentary corn-, 
• mittee conference are ap- 
prehensive about shipping 
Alaskan oil through 
Washington State's inner 
waters, Representative 
Lloyd Meeds (Dem-Wash.) 
said Saturday. 
"They would support and 
work with us on a single port 
facility on the outside--in 
the Port Angeles (Wash.) 
area- -  and even suggested 
more support for their own 
Kitimat, B.C. area than they 
have Cherry Point 
(Wash.)," Meeds said in an 
interview. "They seemed to 
be very, very apprehensive 
about he Cherry Point loca- 
t iou . "  
Meeds made the com- 
ments  following Saturday's 
closed session of the con- 
ference in which U.S 
senators and representa- 
tives and Canadian Mem- 
bers of •Parliament and 
senators discuss various 
issues of interest to both 
countries. The conference 
continues through the 
weekend. 
Cherry Point, suggested 
as a trans-shipment point 
for oil destined for the U.S. 
northern tier states and 
Midwest, is eight miles 
south of the U.S.-Canada 
border. 
Tests 
ahead 
The Royal Conservatory 
of Music will be conducting 
examinations in Terrace on 
June 13. Mr. Richard 
Taverner, an active 
musician who is a member 
of the board of examiners, 
will conduct he exams. He 
is currently on the faculty at 
the Conservatory. 
Mr. Taverner is a 
graduate of the Royal 
Conservatory of Music. He 
completed his studies with 
Earle Moss and Gordon 
Hallet. 
l APPLY  TODAY TO ALLOW SUFF IC IENT B 1 TRAIN ING T IME 1 
l TO:  H']IRI~,31 t,(;gc, :[ ~ .  393Kamlo.ops0TranquilleB.c.Rd.,. l 
Please send me your brochure outlining the H & R Block Fran. I 
chlse ProEram, I understand there is no oblisotlon on my part. 
i "am. i 
Address 
l City/State/zIp C°de i 
Telephone No, 
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The issue of raising 
Seattle City Light's Ross 
Dam was to be discussed 
today, Meeds said. Raising 
the dam would flood about 
5,000 acres of the Skagit 
Valley, about 100 miles east 
of Vancouver. 
anything done. You can't 
solve 150{) problems at once. 
But once we decide what the 
l i t  is, we can.start on one 
item and work our way 
through," says Mrs. Fowle. 
The summer will not be 
atime of frantic activity for 
those elected to the com- 
mittee., There will be 
~ rhaps one more meeting fore the end of June, and 
then a break until Sep- 
tember,"...unless elected 
members want to meet." 
The real work begins in 
the fall, once shcool is back 
in sess'inn. If a group gets 
is wah l  we've needed in 
Kitimat for years." 
"But before anything can 
be done, we must have the 
enthiusiasm from parents 
equal to that of the schools. 
This  can evolve into 
something tremendous, but 
it may die a natural death. 
A large part will be decided 
by the hrst meeting." 
For those parents who 
want a chance to have a say 
in the fozmation of the 
committee, its. priorities, 
and the way it will be run, 
make note of this meeting. 
It will be held in the Mount 
Elizabeth High School in 
Kitimat, on Thursday, at 
established now, it can re- 
start immediately in the 
fall. 7:30 p.m. 
Marj says she thinks the 
committee will eventually 
have to make a fromal 
presentation to the school 
board so their aims become 
clear to the board members. 
All the school staff, from 
rrincipais to teachers, are 
wryp]eased with the idea of 
such a committee, she said. 
Marj said that one response 
was that the committee "... 
?'KABALARIAN 
PHILOSOPHY 
WHAT IS A NAME ANALYSIS? 
There is an infallible law through which abstract qualities be. 
came material quantities, and through which science has learned to 
measure these quantities to release all the secrets of nature. That 
low is mathematics. Through name analysis, the same principle is 
used to measure human mind. To the average person, it s~ms el- 
most incredible that e name could have anything to do'with one's 
nature, one's experience in life, and one's health; yet to those who 
understand this principle, it is equally incredible that science has 
not discovered the influence of language upon the lives of those 
who use it. 
The name analysis through the principle of mathematics gives a 
detailed analysis af your life, and reveals why the conditions of 
your life are as they are. It is a twenty to twenty.five page resume 
which reveals your characteristics, habits, desires, abilities, the 
state of your health, the type of associations to whom you are at- 
trotted0 and the environment into which you are Crown, as well as 
your degree of success or failure in life. Also included is on enplo- 
nation of the cyclic conditions in your c~foirs for a month and an 
overall forecast of the conditions of thl  present year. The accuracy 
will an~ze you. Pleaea note that this is not a handwri:ing analysis• 
~mmmmmmm m n m m m  m m m m m u m m ~  
• | Please sand me information on name analysis I 
i ~k l re .  ............................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
I I 
I ...................................................... Cod, I 
. IOtBAI.ARIAN PHILOSOPHY I 
908 West 7th Avenue, Vancouver, S.C., VSZ IC3 a 
Office 736-287S or ~J6-562S TC l 
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - - J  
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The Terrace and Kitimat Public 
Are invited to a reception 
Monday, May 30th, 8 p.m. 
To Meet 
THE HeN. 
JOE CLARK 
P.C.M.P. 
Leader o[ the 
Progressive Conservative Party 
Your host 
Maureen Mc Teer 
,Refreshments Served Skeena River Room 
Terrace Hotel 
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CENTENNIAL SCHOOL 
Christian basics 
as guiding light 
An independent school in" Terrace is offering 
an alternative to parents and children in the way 
of elementary and primary education, and they 
want people to know about it, 
The Christain Centennial School offers 
teaching from "the Christian perspective" for 
all Protestant denominations. 
The biggest problem the school has is geffin'g 
across the message that Its teaching is not based 
upon Christian Reformed principles, but on 
Protestant Christian principles. "These'are 
beliefs common to all Christians," says Hilda 
Talstra, "to Ang,cans," Baptists, Evangelica Is." 
The day starts and ends with prayer for all 
students. Younger children are given a half hour 
each day of Bible stories, and older students 
.some church history. 
"The stories are iust Bible stories, not doc- 
trin(~," Hilda Talstra told the Herald. 
The school a imsat  training the student to 
become "...a responsible Canadian who takes a 
"deep interest in the needs of others. We desire to 
help the students learn how to live life rather 
than merely make a living." 
There is an outline• of the school's aims and 
principles. Any parent who enrolls his child 
should read and accept the outline. 
The beliefs of the school, which a parent should 
also examine, read: "That all things have been 
Created tO the end that the triune God may be 
glorified; that God has appointed the parent to 
be responsible for the training of the child to the 
end that God shall be central in life's total ex- 
perience." 
The parent who considers the option of an 
independent school must also look at other, 
practical aspects. The cost of sending a child to 
an independent school is certainly one. 
The tuition at the Christian Reformed school 
was $120.00 a month this year. For a parent who 
truly wants his or her child to have a Christian 
education, but who cannot bear the entire costs 
alone, there is a society of supporting members 
who will help with the tuitloni : ~ :. 
The society consisits of persons who believe 
strongly in the concept of.Christian education, 
and who pay a membership fee that helps sup. 
port the school. 
You don't have to have children In school to 
belong to the society; all you need is a concern in 
education in the Christian principles. 
What about the students themselves? No one 
would want their child attending a school that did 
not offer the fullest benefits of education. 
Hilda Talstra explained that all the teachers in 
the school hold B.C. teaching licenses:. They 
have the personal option available to them of 
belonging to the B.C.T.F. or to other teaching 
unions. 
Students who complete grade seven and enter 
the public high school system in Terrace are 
given full credit for the grades they acheived in 
the Christian Reform school. They are given the 
additional help of being "...generally recognised 
as good students," in more than marks; study 
havits and students behaviour are important in 
high school grades as well, Talstra said. 
Currently, teacher Laura Weesies is using the 
Spalding "reading road to writ ing, method in 
her classes. She has had very good results, with 
a few students in grade 2 now reading at the 
grade 5 level, and many reading at the grade 
three level. 
"This doesn't mean we have bright students," 
says Talstra. "We have a share of those who 
have a harder time, iust like the other schools." 
IE i#II41tL. 
R/S[ I !H SCHDDL 
1966 1967 
DANDEL ION SEEDS IN THE WIND.  Children of the 
intermediate and primary, classes enioyed a pleasant 
Grades 1 to 7 are taught in the three-room 
school. -There are three teachers who take the 
class load. Grades 1 and 2 are taught by one 
teacher, grades 3 and 4 by another, and grades 6 
and 7 by the third. Grade fives are taught by two 
of the teachers for different parts of the day and 
for different subjects. 
The division of classes and teaching load 
depends on the number of children enrolled in a 
grade in any given year. 
The shcool classrooms adjoin the church 
building itseH. At the time it was built, 1967, this 
was a way to save costs. The labor on the 
building was volunteer. 
The arrangement works out well, with the 
school using the washroom facilities and sharing 
a hallway with the church. The church also 
benefits from the use of classroom space when 
neccessary for holding meetings. 
Students are invited to all the inter-school 
sports events by the schools in the area, and the 
• beard of trustees at the school has good relations 
w i th  the district School Board. 
The extra that the school provides of course, is 
the Christian perspective in education. 
The school is holding an open house on June 15 
to let people see the classes in operation. 
Organizers hope many people will take the time 
to drop in to the school during the day, or to talk 
with the teachers and trustees during the 
evening. They will be in the building from 7 to 9 
that night. 
Anyone who is concerned or simply interested 
in seeing what goes on in the classes is welcome. 
"People don't need to be thinking of sending 
their children," says Talstra, "we'd iust like 
them to come by." 
It is important o the people running the school 
that any misconceptions the community has 
about it be cleared up .  
"We're interdenominational in name," said 
Hilda, "but we haven't had much support from 
the Christian community. I think that's really 
because they don't know about the school. We 
are not lust for Christian Reformed students." 
Photos 
by 
Brian 
" Gregg 
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Story• 
by 
Brian Gregg ' , .  
noon.hour outdoors Friday during the warm weather. 
~ 
.~ • . v /  
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN Hilda teach student5 to take a "deep 
Talstra says the school tries to interest in the needs of others." 
and 
Joanne Ames. 
~ :x',' : ill 
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~"-  ~ FAREWELL PARTY- Some of Darlene Bronsema, Caroline de ' " q:~ ~, " " 
the students at  the party were Jong and Dianne Mantel. The • ~ , "~1 
(left to right) Ronny Mantel, • party was for Cal;oline. PRIMARY STORYHOUR. Greta Goodwin, the scholtl's grades 1 and 2 teacher, reads her pupils a Story 
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Preserving life 
While the "conservationist" mentality is in. 
finitely preferable to the pathological and ex. 
ploitative way of thinking that has led to the ex. 
tlnction or near extinction of so many species of 
animal, there is still something,cold and un- 
convincing about it. 
The conservationist seems to be dealing always 
with statistics and relative'values. He iswontto 
consider one species of animal more valuable than 
another simply because it has fewer numbers. 
The whoi#sale slaughter of wild animals is still 
acceptable~provided there are plenty of animals 
left in thd~species being slaughtered. This is 
especially ttJe if there is big money to be made, as 
in the case~the harp seal hunt off Canada's east 
coast. . J 
Kllling f~ll~ny reason other than pure necessity 
is indiscrlr~ate killing, is itnot? 
Now, o ~urse, there is a small minority of 
people wh0~profest he slaughter of whales and 
seals as wei~ as the hunting of certain species that 
are though~ to be "endangered." There is a 
smaller more radical minority still which obiects to 
thekilling of anything, but by and large we, con- 
servationists included, still accept the killing of 
animals for fun and profit. 
How'offiSh have we heard it said: "We must 
prote,¢t_~hllt grizzly, otherwis R, our .children- may, 
never:kno~ what a grizzly is;" or " I f  we don't 
protect and bolster .the fish population in the lake, 
there soon won't be any fish left to catch." • 
For lack of a better motive, this one will have to 
do, but how much morehonorable it would be to 
protect wildlife for its Own sake, simply because it 
has a right to live. 
What man needs is more quiet appreciation for 
his fellow creatures and less of an obsession to 
organize, categorize and dominate them. 
When grizzlies, wolves and moose are allowed to 
live because we recognize their '.divine right to do 
so, then man will have entered a new stage inhls 
painfully slow evolution toward the understanding 
of life and love. 
Tough, competent 
UBC law professor Andrew Thompson has met 
his first maior challenge as commissioner of the 
Kiflmaf oil port inquiry and has deftly proved his 
ability to hold the position. 
In a single announcement Friday, Thompson 
revealed: 
1. that he-has wrangled $380,000 from federal 
coffers to assist groups participating in the 
inquiry; ~e  2. tha he has decided that the ¢ompanles 
proposing Kltlmat site must accept the burden 
of proof ' heir proposal and take the lead In 
presentin!~vldence; and 
3. that ~I~ has set.a timetable for the hearings 
whic h Is ~tn  bound by the arbitrary end.of year 
deadline p~i fourth by the federal government. 
While Thbmpson'~ decisions may not endear him 
to any slngle party participating In the hearings, 
they show him to. be a fair and practical arbiter. 
Those opposing the oli port will not be pleased 
that the hearings are set to begin July 18. Yet, 
given his terms of reference from the federal 
government, it was not reasonable to expect that. 
Thompso0 could have delayed the hearings any' 
later than this date. 
The oll companies will not be happy that they. 
must take the lead In presenting evidence . 
Yet, in light of the fact they are the ones initially 
responsible for the hearings, any other decision 
would have failed to recognize their role. 
Some of the smaller groups opposed to the oil port 
and many of those favouring the proposal will be 
upset at the distribution of funding. Yet, the lat- 
ter s claims carry little validity when one considers 
the wealth that the oil companies have at their 
disposal to present the case in support of the 
proposal. And the former must understand that, 
given a llmited amount of money, the arguments 
against the proposal can be best put by the larger, 
umbrella organizations, of which many of them are 
members• 
All In all, Dr. Thompson's task thus far has not 
been an easy one. Nevertheless, he has correctly 
defined the issues and not bowed to pressure from 
any of the participants or from the federal 
government. 
As a result, his decisions to date have been lust 
~nd workable. 
~.~.:..:.~..;.~:::::~:~z~::~.:.:.:.~.~:..;.:......:.~.~.~.;~.~.;~`::~.~.~.~ : h e r a l d  ,  i~ v o i c e  o f  the  r e a d e r s  
Russian taught here before French 
Kitimat ' 632-570  p~i~,, Terrace Herald, I arn forced to authorised representatives -The future of French parents hoping to obtain Similar stories can I~e 
acknowledge that according from the Department of education depends largely French immersion classes, related which.show, perhaps 
Open Letter to to the reply given, the Education the problems on Federal policies. Moreover, the absence of even more than statistics 
The Honorable Pat McGeer, . positions taken .Ira.re not related to teaching French. -The government does not legislation recognizing the (which evaluate the 
Minister of Education iruly changed ann mere tore It. seems, to me that • appear to be assuming its Francophone parents ab- measures taken more than 
Government of British we want to renew our French educationinBritish, responsabilities on an solute right to the results achieved) the 
Columbia: .request to be heard. ' Columbia, ~ in spite of the educational level, educationallanguage of his deplorable level in British 
, Last month, I requested Last year, you received a' efforts made by many. The constant reticence choice and the Anglophone Co]umbia ofa knowledge of" 
an andienee in the name of delegation , from the' teachers, merits more than regarding French education parents right to register his French. 
the Federation des Franco- "Association • eanadienne a perfuncory inspection shown by the Department of children in immersion Finally, the refusal to 
• Colombiens in order to. d'education de langue from the Department of Education has beendirectly classes, often, prevents include French in the 
• • ~ R~° I~rfe~l:~u0yfranCe~rraise'yux°wuh°thensub" Educ~tion. In his reply, Mr.. influential to the at- many parents from calling recently defined cur.d.culum 
~nSFr~htedant~-  .Hardwick emphasized that m o sphere ~ felt bY the for French classes, means that there wi, n e no 
o all resources and time. teaching body and schools The lack of an foreseeable improvementto ~ t h e  provide 
You "then asked your has been ~a'ken regarding available are being utilised boards. Here, we would like academically structured this alarming situation. An 
Deputy Minister of' this report, and, since this for the administraUon of to mention the delaying program outlining the this, while proframs already 
Education, Mr. Walter G. time, no delegation from the. Federal-Provincial measures taken by school teaching of this country's in existance under federal 
Hardwick, to explain your Federation has been able to programs. It is indeed this boards, in particular inWest second offie)al language, funds maintain a very 
government's position in obtainpermissiont.odisc~s that he Federation deplores Vancouver, when ap-' has created a. definite fragile position, often barely 
this matter. " in more  aeptn wire that: • proached by a group of desorder amongst the tolerated. 
various chool boards in the I would now like to ex- 
methods and -time con- press my recognition of the 
~~ secrated to this form of efforts mane Dy many 
i~ii! education. The Department French coordinators who 
i!iil o,  a,o.  ou,d w ,e .e  not still respecting the administer budgets but who 
autonomy of each school are attmepting to improve 
board: provide the ap- programs and methods and 
i! propriate educational in- also the praiseworthy el- 
formation concerning forts of many teachers to 
'methodology; teacher's interest students who are 
rights; the recommended poorly prepared, in 
time to allot and, in short, Elementary school adn 
all measures that would often discouraged by their 
help obtain better results, milled. The Francophones 
The following situation, in British Columbia are 
told to us by the mother of a anxoius to see the Depart- 
French family, is perhaps ment of Education openly 
• the result of the present poor show its support of these 
planning. A teacher was people rather than con- 
giving Russian lessons tribute, by its silence and 
during French class, in the derelection of duties, to 
only year that French is maintaining a defeatist 
mandatory in high school, atmosphere. We also feel 
thinking that since the that the Department should 
Students has never studied closely consult all interested 
French in Elementary parties before making any 
school, they would never concrete gesture. 
know the difference. On one It is for there reasons that 
occasion, I overheard a the Federation would like to 
family speaking Spanish. renew its request to be 
Some adolescents who were received and heard. 
ii • "  "the 
hstemng remarked ... Y 
are speaking French". Nestm" Therrlen 
Interpreting the news 
° fear Koreans 
renewal.,of war:  : : :  
t 
"Why don.'t you leave the job of stimulating the economy to Mr. Macdonald?" SEO~ (AP) -- Twenty- States has, told its South four years after the end of Korean ally it is pulling out 
• the Korean War, the United the last of its ground troops_. 
Neither President Park EVANGELISTS THRIVE c,. . , .h, nor the political • opposition likes it. 
Park was advised of the 
N e w r e b irt h i =: n Latin America 
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) Church," the evangelical frown on what they call The charismatic mass outside the United States dersecretary Philip Hablb 
--Latin America, once a movement had become "hysteria" in religion, features hymns, spon- and beams its message and Gen. George Brown, 
virtual monopoly of the firmly entrenched in Latin Reverend D iego  taneous prayers, .the around the world in 16 chairman of the U.S. Joint 
Roman'Catholic Church, America. Jaramillo, a leader of thrusting of arms into the languages. Chiefs of Staff. 
now is a fertile breeding "The evangelical faith in- Colombia's charismatic air and mass communion. Park said he did not 
• ground for the Protestant volves everyone in movement, disagrees with The Evangelists, for their It even transmits in welcome the withdrawal, 
evangelical movement, propagation of the faith," the critics, part, have movedinto newer Quechua, one of the major but would accept what he 
An "Associated Press says Reverend John Huegel, "We welcome this techniques to spread the Indian languages in South said was an "established" 
survey indicates that president of the Protestant evangelical growth as Gospel. America. U.S. policy. 
UnionThe01ogical Seminary another action of the holy Ecuador is the home of Former South Korean millions--many originally 
baptized as Catho~cs--have of Mexico City. "Everyone spirit, and itis better to be a Radio HOJ-B, "The Voice of "Thousands of Indians 
embraced evangelism, shares the faith, not just the good Evangelist than the Andes." It is the largest tune in frequently," says thePresidentYunfew politicalP°'sUn'opposition°ne of 
T h e e v a n g e I i c a I priests. The group spreads nothing at all." evangelical radio station missionary Garreth Joiner. leaders not in jail, said he 
movement, less structured the faith. The Catholic agreed with U.S. MaJ.-Gen. 
than the Roman Catholic religion hasn't latched on to .r John K. Singlaub that the 
this like it should have." FROM GRADE SCHOOL pullout will lead to an in- Churchi can goi~e only rough 
estimates' its total Theological differences vaslon by Communist North 
membership. But it is aside, the evangelical E d u c a t i o n  e m e r g i n g  Korea. estimated that as ma~Yatias movement has had its Singlaub, former chief of 
40 million persons in biggest' growth among the staff of U.S. forces in Korea, 
America--where the total poor. , was relieved of duty by, 
"Within the Christian Carter after he .told a population is more than 280 
million--have ties to forces, evangelism can be i n  s o c i a l  s c i e n c e s  reporter thewlthdrawal 
considered as one that would lead to war. evengelical congregations. 
"We all worship the same works most intensely in the . Seoul newspapers quoted 
God, says Jawer Vasquez, poor areas," says Reverend TORONTO (CP) -- The "You have to believe in historian is difficult. To Washington reports that the 
pastor of the Evangelical GustavoEspinosa, rectorof school social studies the improvability of the develop an awareness of withdrawal of the U.S. 2rid 
Methodist Pentacostal the Roman Catholic Santa curriculum.is undergoing a human condition to be a gover'~/ment, for example, a Division and its 33,000 men 
Church in Santiago and a Rosa de Lima Seminary in revolution, teachers ay. social studies teacher," teacher might begin a dis- wouldnotbeginforatleasta 
former Roman Catholic. Caracas, Venezuela. "Poor The memorization of says Helen Wobliffe, an cussion about how decisions year while Washington and 
"It's just that our way people often consider their names and dates of ex- instructor of social studies are made, says Prof. Seoul study North Korean 
seems so much more curriculum at the,Ontario Woodlfffe. reaction. conversion to evanglism to ~lorers and other historical 
.fulfilling. I never had this .be a way of life, not just the ugures no longer is era- Institute for Studies in. "Youngsters can see the Then, if all goes well, the 
feeling when I was a Roman mentality, but of attitude." phasized. Education. fairness of taking turns. The Ir®ps would leave in units 
Catholic. The Church Evangelical churches, Instead, social 'studies Civic lessons once were discussion might lead into over the following four 
seemed too distant." some little more than now deals .with complex 'simple mechanist ic  who at home should decide years, the reports aid. 
His congregation is the wooden hovels, are in the issues of the environment, presentations of how what TV programs to watch The Koreans are worried' 
biggest in the evangelical fetid slums, or "ranchos," economics ,  mul t i -  government  works,  orwhether the boys should that North Korea's tough': 
movement in Chile. His which dot the hills around culturalism, principles of Children today are dealing always have the prime talking president, Kim 11- 
church is in the slightly the Venezuelancapital. democracy ,and human with more fundamental areas to play on in the school sung,willinterpretthetr~p 
seedy central railroad Some more modern rights, native people, questions, yard. The accentshould be departure as a sign_ the 
station neighborhood of bilingualism and developing "Twenty years ago there on how you come to those United States is abandoning 
Third World countries, ays were civic books in 'decisions." 
Catholic Church groups 
Santiago. have copied some of the which , South Korea. 
The church, constructed evangelical techniques to Bruce Gleeson, a Grade 6 civil rights were barely 
in 1974, was about one- bring the faithful back to teacher. " mentioned," says Geoffrey 
quarter full for a recent mass. In the upper-class Ca- Lessons might be taken as  .bor.,  .ofe.o  o, LIFE BY  THE SEA 
Sunday morning Bible class, racas suburb of Prados del easily from the front page of social studies curriculum 
But doorkeeper Aladino F~te, for example, priestsat a newspaper as from a the0i~Y at University °f IS  S 
Landaeta said the regldar the local church feature textbook. . Western Ontario in London. OON THE NORM? 
Sunday night worship School children are being "Civics lessons focused on 
service muaUy filled almost 
Imndclapping and a chorus 
of guitarplaying youths asked to examine and ex- 'the mechanics of govern- NEW YORK (AP) -- By oceanographer, inventor 
all of the 15,000 seats in the during Sunday mass. The plain their values, ment--who could vote, how the year 2000, it is estimated and futurologist. Dr 
cavernous church, services, designed to attract prejudices and beliefs, to a bill became law--rather that 80 per cent of the Athelstan Spilliaus. "We 
For centuries, the Roman young people, have become think through political and than dealing with first world's population will live could design full-scale 
Catholic Church in Latin so popular that parents also socialproblems and to draw principles, such as why in "coastal zones"--areas floating cities on hollow con- 
America, and other areas of attend, comparisons between life in there is government and within 50 miles of where crete cylinders for 
the world, clung to ancient In Bogota, Colombia, an a foreign culture and life in law." land and ocean meet-- flotation," he explainsin the 
rituals and traditions. But estimated 100,000 Roman the pupil's home town. _ But teaching abstract according to The Compass, magazine. ~. .  
many of these changed after Catholics belong to the Teachers and school concepts such as law, a publication of MOAC, a Instead of going up mm 
the Vatican councils of the charismatic- movemefit board officials say they hope government ,  just ice,  commercialmarineinsurer, the sky, large buildings 
1960s. But while the Vatican was within the church, which the new approaches will pay majority rule and de- wouldextend beneath the advocates pontaneity to dividends in the form of a mocracy without he sophia- One way to relieve the surface of the sea--"bottom • 
still wrangling about build religious fervor. More more tolerant, hum'ane and tica~ed vocabulary of a crowded seashoreis tomove scratchers," asDr. Spilhaus 
breathing new life into the, conservative church circles democratic society, political scientist or the cities, suggests the calls them. 
v v  . . . . . . .  
,v',,,~, e~l t  l r  .1¢s  v, • .  
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• O0 w in  Foyt coasts  to fourth Ind.y 5 ' • ] i . 
~ o. !. 
INDIANAPOLIS lAP) -- since 1974, was marred by While Foyt was making although quite slowly--as before mechanical troubles her, track owner Tony start your engines," with a Foyt had ed the :: 
A.J. Foyt, regaining the only one crash. That in- history, Janet Guthrie was the first woman in the 500. set in. Hulman prefaced his note "in company with the margin do~n to! ~ 'e ly  one 
lead when Gordon Jolmcock volved veteran Lloyd Ruby, making some of her.own-- She ran well for 16 laps Out of consideration fo r  traditional "Gentlemen, dianapolis."firstw°mant°qualffyatln" secOndBut Jolmcockbef°recar! .~backe stopS.out ;:'* 
go. blew an engine with 16 laps Who was not hurt. The winning speed with a 16-second i ~ 
Orange coyote retired - ' ° " ' " " ' ° "  precedented fourth victory and 1967, spent much of the an hour, just under Mark 15 laps unUl he wd$ only siz Sunday in  the 61st In- race trailing Johnccck, who Donohue's 1972 record of - second s in arrears when dlanapolis 500-mile auto set a blazing pace that broke . 
race. " several average speed 162.962 m.p.h. Behind Sneva Johncock's engine blew. :: 
records before a crowd of INDIAT~APOLIS (AP) -- from then.whether the race was Foyt ,crossed the finish day I'm retiring "I knew Gordy was goi.n~ wasA1Unser, who ran out of 
line about 30 seconds ahead 4~0,000. A.J. Foyt .announced a racing." - to be tough," Foyt saiQ. over for me, or if the car fuel as Foyt took the Canadian drivers Cliff :~ 
poleposiUon winner Tom Foyt said later he has no retirement in Victory Lane "But we ~vere going to give was just out of fuel. checkered flag. Wally Hucul of Prince iGeorge, i 
Saeva, the only other driver plans to .retire; because after winning his fourth Foyt chased Johncock all him a" run for it. He knew "Fortunately, I was able Dallenbach was fourth, and B.C., and Eldon PAImmUen 
still on the same lap. "I'm havin' too much fun. Indianapolis 500 Sunday-- afternoon, until Johncock's that. We had plenty of fuel to coast back into the pits, Johnny Parsons fifth--both of Indianapolis, |also a 
Jolmcock, winner of the "If Mr. Huiman doesn't not for himself, but for his Wildcat suffered a left, but I heard that Gordy take on fuel and get the team-mates of Johncock. native of Standar|, Alta., 
tragedy-marred 1973 race, bar me from the race track, sleek orange Coyote racer, mechanical failure less than was hurtin.'" engine fired again." race,J°hnc°Ckand wasledinm°Stthe lead°f theal, carb°th quittrouble.early be~.auseo of : ' .  
was clinging to a .dwin~ing I'll go for No. 5/' he added, "This car is now property 40 miles from the finish. Foyt said his onlyscare in That put Foyt at a dis- most continuously from the Hucul, 28, from Prince .. i' 
lead when his engine let go referring to the speedway of the Indianapolis Motor Foyt said he didn't believe a the race came relatively ,advantage that at times 71stlapuntilhismisfortune. George, B.C., retired ! 
as he roared out of the owner. 'seemed insurmountable, because of a broken clutch Speedway museum/' said newspaper article he read fourth turn on the 183rd of The 42-year-old Foyt now Foyt. "I don't plan to race it Sunday morning, quoting ea~,,~ It seemed he was destined to 
2001aps. has an unsurpassed 58 again," o d Johncock as saying he crew miscalculated Johncock led12'/ of the 200 win the race when Foyt and in his McLarenOffenlmmer. 
Therace, which went the career victories in United As for himself, F yt a - would be "laying back" on our fuel, and I ran out laps, while Foyt was in front Sneva made a pit stop under Rasmussen retired when : 
distance without lain in- States Auto Club national ded: "The day Gordon behind Foytand A1 Unser. going down the . only 31laps besides the final green, and Johncock was his Rascar-Foyt ear stopped ::i. 
terference for the first time championship events. Johncock lays back is the Johncock finished 11th.  backstretch. I didn't know 16 circuits, able to stop under yellow, on the backstretch. ~•i 
Sports . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I - I ¢ , "  
Blue Jays c o 
Ryan's smoke 
Hard-throwing" Nolan the seventh. With.the score . over Chicago "tVhJte Sex. ~i,!~,~,-.:~ . , . . .  ~ . . :  , 
Ryan extended " his tied 1-1, Joe Rudi singled to Darrell Porter drilled a ..... ' ' i  .... : " I " ' " 
,wo.on home, .nd . . . .  
double-figure strikeout Bonds, the designated 'Colborn and Mark Litteil /~%.~:~':~ ~";';° ~""- .... ~, ; ~ 
games Sunday and moved a "hitter, followed withhislOth combined for a sixhitter, ,,,~,~,:~!~!:~,~ ~;~"~'~,":~; "~"~-~" * : ~"  ' ..... ii~ '
step closer to Sandy home run of the season, leading Kansas City Royals . ~!~:~/~'~':~ ~{:~' -,'-':':~~*";~ 
Koufax's all-time major That made a loser of to a 3-0 victory over Boston ~,':~:~,;~,:'.~.~ ~ ~ , • ' 
l ealguebaseballmark. Toronto starter Dave Red Sex. ~;~'~"~'~'/?*:'~'*' ~ ~; :~ ' '~ ' :~ ' ' : : ' :~  '~ ' Iv '~k~ s.-  " ~  
Ryan won his eighth game Lemanczyk, 2,5, who Duane Kuiper drove home ~;~J~,~,.~.:~, .,~ , ., 
' ~ the season and thirdin a allowed eight hits and Larvell Blanks with a two- .~ '~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ..-" ~...,~ ..,. ,,, .... ~ ,  , "~ 
row, allowing five hits and 'struck out eight. ' out single in the ninth inning ~ ~ : : i • . .~  
fanning 12 in pitching Inother American League to lift Cleveland Indians to a .... ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ , , , ~ , , , , . ~  . .~  ~ , .= 
California Angels to a 3-~- action, Roy Smalley hit a 54 victory over Oakland ii':~ii:i ;~ ,  , ~..~: -, " '  
victory over Toronto Blue home run in the second A's. ~;';~::::~::~;:~ ~ i  ~*  ~'/ ....... . . . . .  
i x~ i~ and  Minnesota  Twi~i  Toby I - Ia~sh's  l l th- innlug ,~:i,~.!i:' ~ :  . . . . . . .  , . _~. , ,~ .~"   ,~/,~,~..'~:*,~ ~ !  !. ;';~, :,:: ..~, ~,, .: • ., ,,; ...... ,~ : ,: ' , ~ ,  - . . . . . . . .  .,- :: . : : d'~:~ ~ , ~ .  ~ i  ~ i~  ~:F .......': ' .=;,:~.., ~:..t :',-: '~-~ : :i. ~ ' . ,k', { .- 
's strikeout total ex- added two more rums in the double knocked in  the ,~,~, i~ ,~:  : 'o~'/ii: .. ~ ~:;~:,..  .~  : :,.., ' • ~ :-~. ~.~ ' t ten~ed his American eighth to e~e Baltimore winning run .as Texas " " :i:. ~::!.i~ :i ..... ~. :i,.~i. ,~ .~/~ ~ i , ; - -~ . . .  ..:~. 
I~gue record for double- Orioles 3-Z behind the seven- Rangers scored a 5-4. " " ~ .. l 
"'  : • . . . .  i -+  ~"  + . ',~.',~/,!::~ ~/:~.i. i~.~ , ~ =,~,,~.,~:~ ~,+,~t~, ,  .'~ , • " ' . . . . . . . .  i~ l~the  header. Terrace bounced Moricetown Grizzlies 4-0 and 18-0 two ,. 14 such games in the Seattle Mariners rallied Brewers. Red's centrefielder Dave Hamilton bounced a double off the fance in a gamestomoveintofi~tplacetteinthe~BulkleyValleyBaseb~ , gue.~- .: 
National League.and is~ for three runsin ~seventh In the National League, first-inning three-run rally, in the opening 'game of Sunday's double- 
,even shy~,,~K6Qfax',".~:~i~o~bha...,,leby Dave3ohnson-h igh l ighteda  Reds tame Grizzlies in twin bill mJorleague record of 97. It Lee Stanton, and edged four-run second inning with i: was the lore compzete game' Detroit Tigers t~. a two-run single as 
of the season for the right- Chris Chamblbs crashed Philadelphi'a Phi l l ies  
bander, a two-run homer that capitalized on a crucial two- 
Ryan won the game with capped a New York out passed ball by New York 
the help of Bobby Bonds' tie- comeback and carried the catcher Jerry Grote and Terrace Rod's blanked bases with a hree,run ' Doug Matheson, playing plate. . _ . Ir~he ed ~Seb, enC~re~urt~ngt~t ° ,: 
breaking, two-run homer in Yankees to a 5-2 victory . went on to beat he Mets 7-6. Moricetown Grizzlies in homer. He and catcher his flrst game of the season, Rod's manager tree both 'games of a double- Webb each" scored• three was steady at first base and L'Estrange s~id his club Moricetown ext Sunday to 
header Sunday to move into times, went t~o for three at the proved in Sunday's twin bill square off against the Cubs. :i 
BEST THEY'VE EVER HAD ' a t ie fo r  f irst place inthe '.:".. 
e Bulkle~, Valley Baseball be 
Grizzlies put up little :~, adres manager canned Que c and Ontario dominate 
resistance as the home club ' .-: 
struck ear ly fo r thr ,  runs national jude championship SAN DIEGO (AP) - - " I  National League victory was in his fourth season as in the first inning of the 
gave it 1501~r cent, I did the. over Houston Astros. manager, San Diego has opening ame on a single by 
best I coidd," said John Batting instructor Bob won 224 games while losing Garry L'Eslrange, a double 
McNa'mara, his voice Skinner, who formeHy 310, making him the most by David Hamilton and a LETHBRIDGE (CP) -- Cyr threw team-mate of Quebec in the chain- The Ontario team was  ~- 
choking with emotion, managed P i t t sburgh  successful manager in the sacrifice by Garry Paulson. Quebec competitors cap- Plain Legal in the opening pionship bout. Roge Perron second in total winswith 10 
following his flring Saturday. Pirates and Philadelphia team's nine-year history. night as manager ox Phillies, willfill the post BUt he was the third Two hits by AI Olson and tured three of seven titles at minute of their 157-potmd of Quebec and Ernie placings. They had two 
baseball's San Diego until a full-time manager is 'manager to be fired by the Phil Webb in the sixth inning the 16th annual Canadian boutto capture the title in t~rdnberg of B.C. were firsts, were second three 
Padres. n~med. " club in the quest ,for a added a rtm to complete the jude championsh ips  that class. Kevin Doherty . times and third flvetimes. 
"We haven't played as "We don't feel the team is winner, scoring. ' Saturday. and Ron Angus, both. of 
well as I hoped we would, playing up to - its Preston Gomez, hired~in Reds  southpaw Don Ontario came away with a Ontario, placed third. 
and that's because of the capabilities," Bavasi said. 1969, was dismissed after McColl fanned 10 pair of wins whil~ British' Jani defeated B.C.'s Jack SPECIA l  AT PRINCE GEORGE 
';This isn't a hasty  the 11th game of the 1972• Moricetown batters, while Columbia, and Alberta Hirose in a close battle in 
• walking only two.. He earned onetifleapiece, the 190-pound division. M~ck Sales Ltd ' 
pi _ t~. .  ," decision, it's something season. Don Zimmer was allowed only six hits, all of Brad Farrow, Alain CYo~ Third spot went to Joe Meli ~. 
McNamara, 44, was fired we've considered for some fired after the 1973 season • ~, 
by club president Buzzie time," ~ with McNamara taking over  them singles, and Louis Jani, all of the host Lethbridge club 
Bavasl after the team's 6-5 Under McNamara, who in February, 194. committedThe visiting.seven errorsSqUadto Quebec,M°ntreal'whichW°nalsotitleSfinishedf°r andB.c. Harry Nadolny f om .'i 
help Rod's with the victory, second three times and third Bill Manson of Toronto, Dark  named successor  I n  the second contest, five ,times. execut/vedireetor of Jude .{ Grizzlies ,,vilted under a Farrow defeated fellow Ontario, took the over-210- 
. barrage of Rod's hits, a's team member Daniel Hardy pound title, defeating 
Martin Clemas of B.C. Third 
SAN ~IEGO (AP) - -  diana, currently has been game," said Padres' Terrace racked • up 13 in the final of the 143.5- 
Alvin Dark, former major serving as first base coach president Buzzie Bavasi. unanswered runs. pound class. Farrow lives in spot went to Ron I-Iampson 
league manager,  was for Chicago Cubs of Dark has managed for 12 Moricetown went through • Steveston, B.C., but attends and Hugh Goodman of On- 
named Sunday to succeed baseball's National League. years in the majors with a .three pitchers and again university in Montreal. ratio. 
John MacNamara as Dark Was scheduled to 946-889 won-loss record. He tallied seven errors. Rod's Third-place medals went Alberta'flone win came in 
fieldnboss of San Diego join the Padres in San is one of only three men to hit safely 20 times. . to Sylvain Proux, also of the 210-pound class when 
Padres. , Francisco today for the manage pennant winners in " Garry L'Estrange led the Quebec, and John O'Neil of Tom Greenv/ay of the host 
'the 55.year old Dark, a Padres' doubleheader with both leagues. Terrace parade around the Ontario. club threw Pierre. Marchand . 
onetime shortstop with the the "Giants. . ~:~^ 
old'New York Giants who" "We . have.  always "1  Tw0-1977 Mack Single, Axle Tra rs 
o,.o  Iflnder New Manaaement .... T and Oaldand A's to pennants over the. years, an~ .na ye " Model R6851 , . as well as serving as always felt he was one ot me manager of Cleveland In- .best managers in the • ....... ~.~.:.....:...~...~...........`..:.............~`:.~.`...~...r.%......~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:::~:::.>:.:..~::::.:.:.:.:;:;:.:.:.:;:.:....:.:;:-:.:::;:. .............. . ....... . . . ~ ] With  fo l low ing  specs: :;:;.. . ;:.-. -...-.. ;.; ;.. . .~% ;...; .%.. .. ..;. .. . . ... . ..   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EVEN-K AUTO REPAIRS . Trens.-5 speed 
JUlD Rear axle.23,000 Ib. 
' Froni: axle-lO,500 Ibs. 
] ' $.K.B. AUTO SALVA@E LTD. • 
OF - • . . o .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . .  . , o : . ,  
] , ;  ~:~:~:,:.:,:.:,:.:,:.:,:,:.:.:::.:::.:..:.:.x....`:.:....:::.:.:::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:::::.:..:.~:::::::~:~:~:::::::!i!i I!! : :.: : : : : : : ; ; ~ ::;:;:.:. , . .:.:.:.::..~ . ~:`:.:.:~:.:~:~:~:.:.:~:~..~.~...~:.%.~.,~....~.:.:~:~..~ii 4 
,i HomeoftheKUTNIBA@O i:il !i!: FnE.,Et-.,YP. aooousI=¢*n=" ~.:_.d 5 0 0  I ~ 1  a general_rnee.ting, of ~ ~ :i:: :::; .,.v,=. . . .= . . . . , .  :.'.i~ : Special at ..... $2 7 
J ~ i n g a t T : 3 O p . m . ,  .. ,i "WJL-~'-"-" ii!!, ili ' i~i~ PRINCE GEORGE 
I ~ , o ~ , ~ .  Kiflmat, B.C. Any . ];i ~ ,OT,~TOW,.OA.~"''BS"V'C' ~i! ,!i~ AUTO ~ALVAGE ~TO. i~ii, 
~4 HOU~ SPVlCZ ' dCE ~ C,, ' 4 
I ~ r i n a  are invited fo at-' 4'  ' "iii ~! " • ,m i~!, 
k ' MST BUS ~6189 :' ':~ :;": 4 ~9~ soum ~ALU , ' Z Z 63S-~33 ,:. ~k) ; TERRACE, B,C. V8G2M6 RES'635"2~,.~i~ ;;'.,.. ~.,.. .............. ............................:.:::.:.:~:.:::.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;~;%.:v'-::%:;.:': ~ 1789 Ogi ivie 'St. 562-3144 
:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :. . ;;. ; ..•..;.....;..•..;.....;...*.;.*...;.•..:•....•.•..••.........;.;....... ........ .. . .... . ~ I 
J i  
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Sterling Kinney of Terrace shapens his third in obstacle ople bucking anti open 
teeth for upcoming'events. Kinney placed local bucking. 
e.T . 
r "!2: 
t • 
The 
winners! 
Th----eBoyk~0~S ofP-o-~rtort Alberni are the first family of British 
Columbia logging sports and, Sunday in Terrace, father 
Alan and son Michael showed why they've gained that 
reputation. Fancy footwork and a sharp eye won Mike the 
axe-throwing and log burling events; dad took top honors in 
the Underhand log chopping and single,hand bucking. As 
well, Alan won the Bull of the Woods award as top all- 
around sportsman at Sunday's successful day of games. 
':t5 
~ e'• i~ } 
. . . .  ~ ~ 
" The---~'s one constant about log hurling. No matter how good your 
balance, sooner or later you'll end up in the drink and, as more than one 
logger earn~ed to his chagrin Sunday, that water was extremely cold. 
ALAN BO YKO WINS 0 VERALL TITLE 
Loggers' sports day results 
Double hand Bucking Standing Block Chop Double Hand Bucking Standing Block Chop 
1. Jack Brown-John 1. Andy Lambert 
Ole Eide 
2. Alan Boyko 2. Gord Hart 
3. Ken t,~msoJ, Peter Holmqulst 
4. Gord Hart ' 3. Alan Boyko 
Jack Brown-John' 
Cable SpHeing 4. Len Cunninghnm 
1. Alan Boyko Ray Cenningham 
2. Gord Hart Ladies Nail Driving 
3. Ken Nebon 1. Hazel Roass 
Underhand Log Chopping 2. Yvonne Murland 
1. Alan Boyko 3. Ann Anderson 
2. Gord tzart 
3. Jack Brqwn-~olm ~ 
4. Ken ' Nelson " ' I. SlngleAlan BoykoHaild Bucking 
• , Peter Holniquist. 
Tree Topping 3. Gord Hart 
1. Ole Eide 
2. Gold Hart 
3. Greg .Hart Tree Climbing 
4. Andy Lam~er¢ 1. Greg Hart 
2. Ray Pohoda 
Obstacle Pole Bucking 
1. Nick Palagan Open Local Bucking 
2. Andy Lambert 1 .  Andy Lambert 
3: Ray Cunningham 2. Nick Palagian ' 
4. Brad Lance 3.. Sterling Kinpey 
Pole Falling Powersaw Giant Open 
1. Brad Lance 1. Peter Holmquist 
2. 01e Eide 2. Ole Eide. 
3. Gord Hart 3. Ken Nelson 
4. Ken Nelson 4. Andy Lanlbert 
LogBurling 
1. Mike Boyko 
2. Ray Pohoda ' 
3. Jack Brown-John 
4. Greg Hart 
. Novice Events 
Axe Throwing 
1. blike Boyko 
2. David Vaughan 
3. Leo Anderson 
4. Grog Hart 
1. Leo Anderson 
Warren Ross 
2. Brian Munson 
Larry Munson 
3. Brett Savage 
Ray Pohnda 
4. Greg Hart 
Mike Boyko 
Obstacle Pole.Bucking 
1. Greg Hart 
2. Brian Munson 
3. Sterling Kinney 
4. Leo Anderson 
1. Larry Munson 
2. David Vaughan 
3. Greg Hart 
4. Len Cunningham 
Chockermans Race 
~. David Vaugha, 
2. Leo Anderson 
3. Warren ~tos.,~ 
Ron Mould 
?. 
% 
| 
:/';~f 
.... i~  i•~, ~:!:i' ••~,I:~L ~/~~ ~•~ 
( 
'm, ., 
Straining and sweating as they try to withstand the strong pull of their 
adversaries, members of the Thornhill fire department ug-of-war team 
met their match as All-Star Logging's team pulled them across the 
line...not, however, Without considerable strain of their own. 
The loggers' sports day was tiring not 
o~!" to competitors, but to observers as 
This young spectator decided she had 
had enough and found dad's shoulder 
irresistably comfortable. 
.. -. . . . .  PR0V£11CIA[. v,TR~ARY 
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VANCOUVER MARATHON 
Ter race  runner  
fades  a f te r  20  
With his sides,arms and legs cramped with pain and 
his head dazed, 22.year-old Trevor Whitaker of 
Terrace dropped out of the 6th Annual Lion's Gate 
Roadrunner International Marathon in Vancouver 
Satuiday. 
Wi~ only s ix  miles left in the grueling 26-mile race, 
Whit~ker began tripp,!ng over cracks in the side walk 
and telling himself, Never again. 
"Mylegs were screaming. Ihit that brick wall they 
talk 'about long distance running. My head was 
soinning,' beexp la ined .  " - . " 
"Whitaker who came to TerFace from urimin in 
Febuary had not intended to enter the Vancouver 
race, But when a friend of his entered his name just 
before deadline Fr!day, he made the snap decision to 
run .  
"I,wasn't really ready. I got the call (from his 
friend) Friday afternoon and flew to Vancouver 
Friday night. The race, believe it or not, was at 7:25 
Saturday morning." " " - 
Whitaker said 300 runners from Canada and the 
United States entered the race which circled Stanley 
Park five times. The Terrace runner managed four 
lapsbefore his legs seized" up. 
• Chris BoRer of Vancouver won the marathon in a 
time of 2:22:36. 
The next test for Whitaker, who works for a Sign 
shop in Terrace, will be the Prince George marathon 
in September. 
"I'll be training properly for this one,"~he said. .  
Whi(aker, .who sponsors his own running, nas ter- 
med a club here. Called the Skeena Valley Running 
Club, it boast only seven members at the moment, but 
Whitaker hopes it will eventually expand to a point. 
where it can sponsor runners for competition. 
And why would a man put himself through all tKat 
agony? Whitaker says it is like a drug. 
"You get a bit eccentric after a while. You watch 
your times getting better and batter and becomes like 
a drug; the more you do the more you want," henoted. 
Vancouver boat 
wins Swiftsure 
~.~ • !~, ::~ 
A couple 'of cowboys wrestle with their 
name~ke during the wild cow milking 
- - .  h - -  
~, :~ 
; ISPIOX. ; 
clearing double keyed a 
five-run sixth inning and 
sent Chicago Cubs on to a 6-3 
National League baseball 
victory Saturday over 
Pittsburgh Pirates. 
:The triumph was the 
fourth consecutive and 20th 
in the last 25 games for the 
Cubs, who vaulted past the 
Pirates into first place in the 
National League. East by 
one-half game. 
Jim Reeker had a 2-0 lead 
Chicago Cubs mo 
Jerry Morales' bases- ner's run-scoring double, Ken Reitz slugged" his 
RODEO 
event  a t  me allliUi:ll ild~[JiUX I , .~lcu u,lo 
weekend. These boys finally got their milk. 
tL 
SA TURDA Y BASEBALL ROUNDUP 
into first place 
added another in the third second home run in as 
on an RBI single by Dave many games, delivering a 
Parker and capped their three-run blast in the third 
scoring with Willie inning TO lead St. Louis 
Stargell's homer in the ninth Cardinals to a 7-5 victory 
inning, over Montreal Expos. 
Chicago starter Rick Richie Hebner's two-run 
Reuschelleft the game for a homer in the 10th inning 
pinch hitter in the fifth and car r ied  Ph i lade lph ia  
his brother, Paul, worked a '  Phillies TO a 4-2 win over 
perfect sixth before leaving New York Mets. 
|or a pinch batter, Paul George llendrick and 
Reuschel gained the victory Mike Ivie belted two-run 
and relief ace Bruce Sutter homers as San l)iogo Padres 
finished up to earn his 13th jumped to a six-run lead ~lnd 
~:,,~,: " . 2, :' ' :~:' :, ..~_ ." .: ;-'- "':":i~  :. 
• ~ , ~  . . . . . . . .  m'~IL '~ ' .%, , ,~ I~tY I~: '% ~ ' ' W i : ' r - d ~  i '~"*  ~ : . . . .  "~ .  
Little people get a crack at riding little cows in the 
Kisp iox rodeo. ~ 
VICTORIA (CP) -  The However, Kanata be~t 
4l.foot sloop Kanata skip- Warlock for the coveted 
pered byVancouver ar- Swiftsure trophy on 
chiteet Vladimir Plavsic of eorrectedtimeandcaptured Dick Pole und ex-Tiger 
~est Vancouver Yacht Club theT. Eaton Trophy for first and a one-hit shutout going 
was declared the unofficial boat in Division Two, In- into the sixth when the Cubs 
~nner  Sunday of the annual  ternational  'Offshore Rule struck. ' ~ a . W • - Ivan DeJesus walked and 
Swift.sure sailing classic, ra~agc.ing s of the yachts singles by Gene Ciines and 
The Kanata crossed the were unofficial Sunday Lurry_B!ittnerP~c°~leUCed=~i Dodgers 6-3 as (;eorge l , '~r J i~"  I i r ' t l / r ' t f~t& IF ' t  
finish line at 2:47 p.m.PDT night .because Royal Vic- ~n',u°~ny~Ur~aeres ~nd Foster slugged two bases- ~ JC I ,~ .~t  U I  I r%l  IU  vv  I I  
at the Ogden Point break- toria Yacht club officials [.o ~u.au ~.,:~ -? "h his empty home runs and Ken . . . .  ' , 
water off Victoria. had not completed corn- Morales touoweu Wl~ Griffey added a two-run AII,ANIA ~AI ) - lisle $2(NI,(N10 Atlanta gelf tmlr- 
i The only boat ahead of puting corrected times for..~ree'rU~l~l~:lenSingeoSr~Ye smash. Irwin, faced with the namcnt. .Jerry ltoyst~r's two-out,,~ unexpected andunl ike ly  ~: Irwin acquired the eighth. 
Kanata was the 46-foot sloop al/boa.~.: . i.,, ~.,.o, ,,,o,.'-~'t'te'~-walcl'off relieve~ Ke~t tworun single in  the eighth bel:oics of Iongslmt Steve victory Ol nis career ann 
Warlock, owned by Bob r,ava~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' inning cracked a scoreless Veriato, had to birdie the first of the senson with n 273 
mithofTacoma, Wash.She nationally here and in Tekulve produced the final t ie and  Carried Atlanta final hole for a five-under- total, 15 under par on the 
Euro e, sailed Kanata TO run. Braves to 2-1 victor over par 67 and a ene-streke humid, hilly Atlanta 
inished at 2:12 p.m. TO win eigi~ place in her division ,_The Pierao~l~ scor;hdilag:rn " ,San Francisco Giants. Y Y . . . . .  ' ' victor Sunda in th( (ountry (lub course he City of V ic tor ia  Trophy Y " " " " ' ' ' 
or first to finish, in last year's SwiftsUr e. I,, - ,=  ~, -  . ' 
Pet ty  " gr id  .600  I Crucia/passed ball wins  w 
s tock  car  c lass ic  I • • • • 
Pond was four th  in a gives Phzil/es victory 
beld on for a.6-5 victory over Bill Laxton combined, to 
Houston As tr.os.: . ....,..scatter seven hits, whi!e 
in American League p,ay: "' h~oPePer:uJ°~SlSl~im~ea~ttl~ 
designated.hitter Jim.Rice Mariners to a 3-1 victory 
drove in hie runs with a over Detroit 
pair of home runs and a Jesse Jefferson and Pete 
single to help Boston Red Vuckovich combined to 
Sex to rally for a wild 17-12 
victory over the Kansas City pitch a six-hitter, leading 
Toronto Blue Jays to a 6-4 
Itoyals. victory over California 
Itichie Zisk knocked in Angels. 
three runs to pace-Chicago Jim Palmer tossed a five- 
White ~)x to a 9-4 viclnry hitter while Mark Belanger 
over New York Yankeek. tripled home one run and 
scored another to give 
}CHARLO'I'rE, N.C. tAP) 600defending champion and 
~Riehard Petty, streaking polewinner at this year's Chevrolet. 
~om bumper-to-bumper ace, in the final .100 laps of 
traffic early in the race to a the 600.mile, 4%-hour 
I~alf-lap lead at the marathhon. 
checkered flag, pushed his Bobby Allison took third National point series going 
Dodge to victory Sunday in two laps back. Allison into the race, never led. He 
t~e 18th annual Woria ~w finished the race in Benny was plagued byear trouble 
and was out of competition 
for 37 laps late in the con- 
test, but he finished. 
Cale Yarborough, who 
was leading in the lucrative 
Winston Cup Grand 
I ' I I I I ,AI)EIJ ' I I IA (AI') in the [our'lh on ,~i/x,lnor(,'s rlins on h0nlt, rs MikP 
stock car race at  the 
Charlotte Motor Speedway. 
Petty opened the margin 
over David Pearson, World 
Parsons' Chevrolet after 
Parsons became ill and left 
the car during the race. 
Another lap down, Lennie 
Skaters adopt 
quota system 
HALIFGX (CP) -- The 
Canadian Figure Skating 
Association (CFSA) has 
adopted a quota system to 
determine how many 
skaters can compete at the 
national championships 
each year. 
An age limit of 18 years 
for novice dance com- 
petitors and new testing 
procedures for competitive 
skaters were also approved 
at the association's dpnual 
meeting Saturday, a ,  
spokesman said. 
lieder the quota system, 
each of the four divisions of 
the CFSA will be allowed to 
.~nd one skater usually the 
winner of each regional 
competition, to the national 
championships. 
Thereafter~ entries will be 
limited by the success at- 
tained by each division's, 
skaters the previous ~,ear. 
If a division had a sKqter 
finish in the top I0 at the 
Canadian championships 
tbe previous year, it would 
he entitled to send an ad- 
'ditlonal competitx~r t(~ the 
one already sch:(:ted by 
winnihg a division lith;.n 
If in the previous year a 
division's katers firlish,:d in 
the top five, tt would be 
entitled to .~erld another 
eornpetltor to the next. 
natirlnal charnpii'mship I°.'or 
I,a(,.fl first, second or l.hird. 
la(ie finish at t.hc rml.iorial 
eel the previous year, a 
division, could send one 
additional entrant. 
The maximum number (if 
entries for each evt, nt would 
' be six, sa!d the s!lokesman, 
who explain(.d that 
delegates were concerned 
over problems in scheduling 
and judging caused the 
growing number of com-= 
petitors at  the national 
eh0mpionshil~. , 
In .~:ttidg 18 as the age 
limit for competitors in the 
novice . dance event, 
delegates dccidi:d that the 
cutoff date would i~ July I 
of the year prec.eding ' the 
competition. 
The m,w testing struc!ure 
is designed to 'help com- 
petitive skaters h0ne their 
skills for ' international 
evenLs.'in the.past, !:oth 
competitivt: and non-com- 
petitive skaters haw; used 
the , same tests l.he 
Spokt,sman said. " ' 
The (h,h:gutes ;li(i there 
shotlhi lle tougher tests for 
.coml[~:l, ltive, skah:rs, who 
• need morl; Sl,.hoeling irl 
udvanl'.(: of intcrnal.ionlil 
coml~;iitiens 
Elected directors of the 
(',F'SA were l)r. , ~lIZ|illll(.~ 
.l,'r;irlcis of Torolil.o, :loyyi~ 
llis,~y .of Toronto, llrllCl' 
Milh:r of l'orlJig,' I,!~ 
Pr;lirie, Man,, Ellzabelh 
Swann of Clarenvilh;, Nfhl,, 
and Ann Doherty of Win 
nipeg. 
l)ave Johnson highlighted Ii 
folir-run second inning with 
a two-run singlt" ;is 
I 'h i ladelphia I 'hi l l i ( ,s  
• cupitali~x:(] (in a cru('ial two- 
o.t passed hall hy New York 
, , r (;rob, l ind (..al.ch(.r W.r y 
we, i t  on to i)eat the Mols 7-1; 
Petty, who started the Sunduy in a National 
race on the front row beside I,eaguc I,isehall gram'. " 
Pearson, tangled with Philadelphia starh:r .lint 
Pearson, Donnie Allison, Ka'ilt:i I.')., went down 
Yarborou~h and Buddy  swinging for the alqmrenl. 
Baker in me first 300 laps third out of the second in- 
with the lead' changing 25 ning, hut reached f irst 
times until Petty moved in sah:ly when Grote let Jon 
for good on lap 270. Matlack's third strike get hy 
Petty led for 311 of the 400 him. Garry Madlh)x d0uhh:tl 
laps and cllected $35,0(10 in and Ted Si/x:nltJr(: walked h) 
bonuses for lap leaders as li~=tl he Imses. 
part of his $69,30() share of .hlhnson tht:n ripped a 
the $303,550 purse, twn.run singlc and n third 
Petty. whose only other run trolted home on an error 
( haseman Itoy victory in the World 600 hy thirl  .'. 
came in 1965, brought the Sis ~(,r ,h,rr Marlin had , . , . y ' ,  , 
led ~;ff the inning with his estimated crowd of 115,00(I. 
to  its feet as  he and the second homer anti the 
others swapped the lead 
during the early running. 
Chicago 
' horse 
sets mark 
MONTREAL (CP)  
Warm Breezi~, dr iven by 
IHck F ar r ingt0n ,  paced the 
mi le  in 1:55 3-5, a Canad ian  
harness  rac ing  record ,  
Sunday to win the $,~,.2ol) 
featured ninth race for aged 
pacers at Blue Bonnets 
ltoceway. ' ' 
Farrington, q), of Rich- 
woful, Ohio, pushed the four- 
tY~ar-old pacer, starting in 
e, No. 6"position, into the 
lead by the halfmile mark 
and beat he nationul record 
of 1"56 I-5, set hy Armhro 
Nadir here,in the 1973 Prix 
d'Ete, 
Only the world record of 
I:r4:1.5 set hy Altmlros~ at 
Chlv,go's Slmrlsnlan I ' .rk 
in 1.972, lops Warm Ilreezc's 
tinm on il fivo,eighths of a 
mih: oval 
runscnring siitglo aod V=iil's l.hroernn hhlsl in tht, 
anntln,r v'itn in l.he sixth ,)it first, Itud Ilarrelson's 
Mik,' Si.hmidl's sacrifice • te~ldoff shot in tile fifth lind =l 
fly. two ruu hol ier by John 
The Mels scored ~lll Iheir Milm,r in liu, ninlh. 
U.S. wins zone 
Baltimore Orioles a 3-1 
victory over Minnesota 
'Twins. 
Dec Medich and Bob 
Lacey combined for a four- 
hitter to give Oakland A's a 
5-1 baseball, victory over 
Cleveland and snap the 
Indians winning streak at 
five. 
Jim Wohlford, getting his 
10th it in his last 22 times at 
bat, drove in two runs and 
scored another to lead 
Milwaukee Brewers to a 3-1 
victory over Texas Hangers. 
"- / 
Water damage from ice or snow on roof 
impact by Insured's own vehicle 
! iectrical damage to appliances 
Inflation protection 
2. CHECK THIS PREMIUM 
s4o,ooe npilding 
$?0,ooe Porsonal belongings 
$4,000 Outbuildings or garages 
$8,0oe Addilional co~t el living expense 
I.S00 oil premises fire and theft 
to0.one Ppr~onal liability 
1,000 I'~r person medical payments 
75o Vohmlary properly damage , 
You gel all this for as low as $86 annually 
braid In urancc _ 
FOg ALL IYPES OF INSURANCE INCLUDING AUTOPLAN 
46,1H l akoP, o Avon,m PalS: 635 6142 
lo l r , l to ,  l l .( VII(, IS2 Ror~ . 6.152015 
finals in tennis 
SAFECO 
• of Tnmlm, lehl., 6:1, 6-4. 
.M t)rl.onth,fl,ah~l I hlrit fi- I,' 
1141. lind Sylvia l.eplx,d Sin. 
(,lair 67, 6.:1, (1.4 in ~itur- 
(lily's singles Inutt'ht~. 
Sinclair and lhlrit ('om- 
hint, d 1o hout lhmii, r 
Itiehurtls of Charhdte, Vii., 
llwul Chuck Ih,V~., of In 
diamlpolis t;4, 7 6 in 
dellhh,s. 
TOIL()NTI) (CP) The 
IInited States split two 
singles nuttehcs with • 
Canada nn Sunday to win the 
North American znne finnl 
of the l)ubler ('lip, a el,n- 
petition similar tx~ the I |avis 
(;up ~ for international 
amah:ur veterans, 
The I I.R. won [he. I,,st-of 
five series :1-2 to advnm'e to 
the four-country final .lilly 2 
at llamburg, West (;er 
many. 
In Sunday's matches, 
Jason Morbm of ilouston, 
Tex., heatplay!ng captain 
Kin Sinclair of roronu) 1;-I. 
"7 -5 ,  then Val I larit of 
Montrt:al downed Ih,I Sylvia 
Phillies Ic~l 5.3. 
()life Brown had douhh:d 
in ~l first-inning run for 
Philadelphia. 
The I'hillies adde(l', r .n 
, .THE 
r ,I ,I tERRACE 
.'Ir JAYCErTES 
STRONG 
,STABLE 
RELIABLE 
LEADERSIIIP 
sincer/'ly than/~ Ofu,rwaitea, 'l'.tem 
.Bevera~.,es, Totem 'rv, McGavins, 
Wilkinmm, Bu,,dness Machines and 
Dairy Laud Wh. all h, ell~ed thr.u,/.,h, 
their contribu!ion t.  make the 
• laycette  Beef on the B)z,n. I .m lh  at 
lh4'  ./H,.y('PI' 'i'tYl(ll'.~ / ' ) t i t " . ,  eotn l~/f'lf" 
,~ll, l ' f  I N,~. 
Thau I,'y,.I 
) ! 
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NATIVE COUNCIL TOLD , TERRORISTS CLING ' CULINARY TREAT 
C ttawa's Indian p lan  smp5tSledgSTAGofSf Can you stomac/ 
tlesnak e pie? AS r 1 or the F~I ,  (AP)-- Dutch police turned pregnant woman's.release. I ~  is divide and conquer back Sunday about 20 Authorities said the  . persons who offered terrorists are clinging to , HELENA, Mont. iAP) -- Now it s planned at an out- ' themselves in exchange for demands that theyand 21 
55 hostages being held on a jailed comrades be flown nrlng your snaKes: tolks, ofiown location. Birkhoun 
phreo)i~!Yl~a, ad!~read~md~: :~ir~a~:~T:nrdmu~lo, f sti~h: iOVaoe:r b~¢~ ~h:vH:l:?~ they're havin'aparty, and seidsnakeroundupearea TRURO,N.S. (CP) -- The commuter train by South oht of the country, with a not just an oi' arty bi mone ame in TeUs Indian Act is being ~ed by . n t, Molucean terrorists, group of hostages. The ..Mr. Rat~dna~e a is 'guest w~;re heYfr~ently travels 
the federal government as The standoff between the government said it will not oz nonor. ~/buy the vipers at an 
an instrument to divide De ega s ,• Y added. . Social Services Minister terrorists, who are also allow anx hostages to leave Billed as Montana's first a~erage of $1.50 for agoed 
.native Canadians, Viola . to change me group s name Under the act, an Indian William. MaeEachern holding fohr hostages at the with the terrorists. 
Robinson of Yarmouth, from the Non-Status Indian woman who marries a non- Friday. "This is what village school in Boven 7 The two groups of gun- rattlesnake roundup, the specimen. He estimated he 
N.S., president of the Nova an.d M etis. A ss~!ation, ot Indian.ceases to be an In- opened the door to the smilde, and Duteli men, demanding in- kinky event Jane 5 will be and his wife, Deanna, would 
Scotia Native Council, Nova ~.coti.'a ~o me Nova dian. However, anon-indian separation of the native negotiators ended its first dependence from Indonesia staged at none other than put 6,000 snakes .through 
charged Sunday.. ~cotia t~ative uouneiL woman who marries an people." week with no end in sight, for their Pacific island the Rattler's Roost, a their "assembly ,line" 
"It's always oeen the in- The council is preparing Indian man is defined as an MacEachern was asked "Their demands remain homeland, seized the train restaurant some 140 miles milking and . dismem- 
to test in the courts its claim Indian. ~outh of here in the snake- berment process this year. tention of the federal by the council to create the same as at the beginning and school ast Monday. The inhabited Yellowstone River It turns out the pesky, 
government o separate of aboriginal rights with "Under the Indian Act it specific policies and oftheterroractions, andthe school is about 10 miles 
native people," she told the respect to hunting and appears that being an In- programs recognizing non- two sides have not come any south of the train, dnngeroussnakesareworth: 
eoimcil's annkal general fishingon Crownlands, Mrs. dian is a privilege that can status Indians and Metis as closer to each other,"na their weight in gold. 
assembly which returned Robinson said, but did not either be bestowed or taken Snakeskin hatbands' retail 
NEXT FOREIGN MINISTER? 
Dayan's role in war 
obstacle to top post 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- Likud 
leader Menahem Begin has 
pot off his controversial 
designation ofMoshe Dayan 
as foreign minister in the 
next Israeli government in
an apparent bid to appease 
political allies eriticalof the 
choice. 
• A Likud spokesman said 
Sunday that under a co, m- 
promise worked out by the 
liberal wing of the right- 
wing Likud political alliance 
the appointment of Dayan 
was deferred' until Begin 
starts officially building his 
cabinet, probably in early 
June. 
be Israel's next p.rime 
minister after LIkud's 
victory in the May 17 
election, chaired a Sunday 
meeting of his Likud 
executive after being 
released from a hospital 
where he was treated for 
heart inflammation. 
His selection of Dayan as 
foreign minister came 
under strong fire from 
veterans of the 1973 Arab- 
Israeli war who hold 
Dayan--then defence 
minister in then prime 
minister Golda Muir's 
Labor government-- largely 
responsible for Israel's 
strat0rs paraded outside 
demanding that his ap- 
pointment be dropped. 
The choice was also at- 
tacked by Begin's political 
allies, who complained that 
they had not been consulted 
about he appointment. 
However, the election was 
welcomed by some who ex- 
pressed hope that Dayan 
would soften the Likud's 
hawkish foreig n policy. 
DAVIS 
RECEIVES 
an economically and 
socially disadvantaged 
group of Nova Scotians.. 
"He really didn't give us 
too much support," Mrs. 
Robinson said after her 
roeeting with the minister. 
She said the council, which 
represents about 4,200 non- 
status Indians and Metis, 
intends to continue pushing 
for provincial government 
support. 
The national council will 
meet with federal officials 
in Ottawa next week to 
conclude work on an 
a~reemeat which will pro- 
vzde the council with funds 
to research the land claims 
of nonstatus Indians and 
Metis. 
Daniels also called for a 
national demonstration of 
support by non-status In- 
dians and Metis for native 
rights in Canada. 
justice mini~•try spokesman 
said. 
The 20 would-be hostages 
were stopped about a mile 
from the train as they tried 
to cress through a police 
cordon. One of the 
organizers, pacifist Evert 
Huisman, 53, told reporters 
the Dutch government had 
rejected the offer saying it 
"does not fi{ into our 
strategy." 
Ilae Bardet, 75, said she 
wanted to replace a 23-year- 
old pregnant woman being 
held on the train. 
"I've lived my life," Mrs. 
Bardet said. "I believe I 
should replace that young 
woman who is carrying new 
life inside her. I'm not 
afraid of death." 
The justice ministry said 
the gunmen had refused an 
ap.peal from some South 
The gunmen freed.. 105 
children at the school 
Thursday and Friday after 
about half the youngsters 
became ill. Doctors said' 
later about 18 of the young- 
sters showed signs of men- 
ingitis, but most are 
recovering. Dr. Gotlieb 
Rollick, chief pediatrician 
at Willwlmina Hospital, said 
• only one child still showed 
strong symtoms of men- 
ingitis, including vomiting, 
diarrhea nd fever. 
"Except for a girl, the 
condition of the others is 
improving. We have stopped 
intravenous feeding. Their 
temperatures are returning 
to normal. We expect to 
start releasing them in the 
next few day.s,"he uid. 
Nellick sam me c.ildren 
~obably became ill because 
poor sanitary conditions 
during their captivity. 
Valley near Livingston. 
Snake meat, ana any way 
you can stomach it, will be 
the featured entree, for $20 and rattlercovered 
Snake hunters from a belts go for $75, Birkholm 
• said. 
wide area of southern And that'sjustastart. 
Montana have shown in- Birkholm said the live 
terest in selling their snakes bought fromregional 
specimens for up to $2.50 a ,bunters would be refilled at  
pound or nearly double the 
going rate at big hunts in 
Texas and other states, said 
Jim Birkholm. 
"This isn't really going to 
be a spectator affair," 
Birkhoim said, "but I'll be 
able to show curious people 
just how you milk a rat- 
tlesnake." ' 
Birkholm, who operates 
the Montana Rattlesnake 
Co. at Livingston, originally 
was approached 'by a 
grocernwho planned to use 
his parking lot for the 
roundup, hut the grocer's 
insurance company wasn't 
particularly hot on the idea. 
his shop before they are 
dispatched. "And we use 
almost everything after 
they're killed." 
Heads will be shipped to 
South Dakota robe encassed 
in blastie for such things as 
paperweights or jewe~elry 
items. The blood is saved 
and sent to a laboratory in 
Baltimore as part of a 
cancer-research program. 
The venom is used to make 
anti-venom vaccine. 
The meat, he said, is sold 
to a marketing firm in 
Chicago. Hides are  
prepared for use in making 
belts and hatbands 
Va,an r - - . ,n ,   p,e.r ne nd . r ,  U n i v e r s a l  personal choice," Likud setbacks in th  war. -. 
spokesman Eliaha Ben- As the Likud executive THREAT 
Elissar stressed, met at Begin's home, about TORONTO (CP)A man 
Begin, w_hoisexpoetodte 250 antiDayan demon-has  been arrested in the protection starts June 1st. V Metropolitan Toronto area Brezhne says U.S. following a series of 
telephone calls in which 
Ontario Premier William 
blocks peace path 
PARIS (Reuter) -- Soviet 
Leader ,Leonid Brezhnev' 
has accused U.S. President 
Carter of stalling in efforts 
to halt the nuclear arms 
race by seeking onesided 
advantages for the United 
States• 
Brezbuev, speaking in a 
recorded speech on French 
television three weeks 
before he is due here on an 
official visit, said talks 
aimed at. reaching a new 
long-term agreement be- 
tween the superpowers to 
limit strategic arms already 
have dragged on far too 
long• 
"There is a real and 
yearly growing danger that 
new types and systems of 
weapons will be developed 
which will be infinitely more 
destructive," he said. 
The Speech was on French 
television Sunday and also 
was  broadcast  
• I srmultaneously by Moscow 
Radio. 
"Our concern over the 
continuing arms race, in- 
eluding the strategic arms 
race," Brezhnev said, "is 
growing because of the line 
adopted in these questions 
by the new American ad- 
ministration. It is clearly 
aimed at unilateral ad- 
vantages for the United 
States." 
He conceded that Soviet 
and U.S. positions on some 
questions had drawn closer 
together when Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gremyko 
met State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance in Geneva recently. 
Brezhnev, however, 
added: "Frankly there is 
still no serious progress 
• because of the un- 
constructive attitude of the 
United States." 
Major efforts to stop the 
arms race still are needed, 
the Soviet leader main- 
tained, and the United 
States should switch to 
realistic positions and 
proceed from the prineiple 
of equality and equal 
security. 
Brezhnev spoke out 
against he proliferation of 
nuclear weapons, saying 
their spread from country to 
country would, worsen the 
danger of nuclear war. 
Davis's life was threatened. 
The Canadian Press 
learned Sunday that the 
calls were made from this 
city to hotels and halls in 
some of the cities in which 
Davis campaigned uring 
the weekend. 
Davis visited Ottawa, 
London, the Bruce Penin- 
sula, Metro Toronto, and 
Kapuskasing from Thur- 
sday tO Sunday. 
Provincial and local 
,~,=~P0~. refused to g ive  
• The premier was in- 
formed that police were 
taking the calls seriously 
but decided not to change 
his campaign itinerary. 
A glacial divsion of the 
OPP m charge of security 
for the premier called in 
additional body guards and 
plainclothes police officers.. 
Anumber of officers were 
also sent to watch the Davis 
house in Brampton, Ont., 
where the premiePs five 
children were staying with a 
housekeeper. 
A source close to the 
premier sand threats are 
often made on Davis's life 
but that this series of calls 
differed in some way from 
previous threats. He did not 
elaborate. 
. Built up tar and gravel roofing 
."Row roofing - re-roofing, shakes 
Asphalt shingles 
Sheet metal work 
Free estimates 
Retail sales 
Phone: Harley 635-6757 
q 
Karl 635-2312 
Lain Roofing 
1-3010 Kalum St. 
Motz Industrial Plaza Terrace,, B.O. 
( ) '  
6 ~  Universal Pharmacare is a new concept in 
health care for British Columbians--a planio -. 
off'or you and your family peace of mind and 
protection against unusually high expenses for prescrip- 
tion drugs. It will be especially helpful to people who 
suffer from long-term or unexpected illness. A brochure 
outlining the plan in detail has been mailed to all house- 
holders in the province. Please read it carefully and keep 
it handy for future reference. It would be wonderful if
none of us ever equired this protection--but 
if yon should, we think you'll be relieved to i ~  
know it's there when it's needed. J . ]  
The Hen. William N. 
Vander Zalm 
Minister of 
Human 
Resources 
What are the changes under the 
new plan? 
For the first time, all individuals or families 
registered with Medical Services Plan of British 
Columbia re eligible for benefits. You will be re- 
imburseA for 80% of any amount over $100 spent for 
eligible prescdplion item h each calendar year. This 
means that if such drugs costyou, for example, $300 in a 
year, Pharmacare would pay $160. 
Are existing benefits continuing? 
Yes. Fully-paid benefits for eligible drug items will 
continue unchanged if you~ 
I. are 65 years of age or older and hold a valid 
Pharmacare card 
2. receive the Handicapped Personal Income 
.Assistance allowance 
3. hold a valid Mental Health 
Benefits card 
~ 4. hold a valid Human 
~"~ Resourses Medical 
) ~ Benefits Program 
~ ~ml l l l lmm w card for 
i : : : i~ : i~ j l~  yourself and your 
! i~ ; i !~A~ dependents or
your pharmacist will be paid directly by ' 
• Pharmacare ...... . . . . . . . . .  
Are tlier e any new benefits? 
Yes. For the first time, ostomy supplies and 
designated permanent prosthetic appliances will be fully 
paid for. Syringes for diabetics are another new benefit. 
Pharmacare will pay the supplier directly for these items• 
Who is not eligible for benefits? 
Tourists; transients and other temporary visitors to 
British Columbia re ineligible for Pharmacare benefits. 
People receiving fully-paid rug benefits from union- or 
employer-sponsored plans, or from D.V.A., D.I.A., 
Workers' Compensation rHome Care will continue to 
be protected by those programs. 
What drug items are covered? 
Most drugs prescribed by your doctor, dentist or 
podiastrist are eligible. However, such items as patent 
medicines, bandages, artificial sweeteners, vitamin 
combinations, antacids, laxatives and over-the-counter 
chugs will continue to be your own financial 
responsibility. 
Your pharmacist canadvise you on specific items. 
How are claims submitted? 
To receive benefits, all you do is submit a 
Pharmacare Claim Form, available from any pharmacist. 
Unless you are receiving fully-paid benefits, your 
pharmacist will give you an official Pharmacare ceipt 
when you pay for eligible items. Pldase attach the 
receipt to the Claim Form. No duplicate receipts will 
be issued. 
' Receipts for ostomy supplies and permanent 
prostheties should also be attached to the Claim Form, 
and Extended Benefit portion of the form completed. 
When you and your dependents have receipts 
exceeding the'annual $100 deductible amount, just 
complete the front of the Claim Form. It is alr6ady 
addressed. Simply fold and fasten it, affix,sufficient 
postage and drop it in the nearest mailbox. ' 
5.  reside in a Who can  answer questions about licensed long- 
term care facility. Universal Pharmacare? 
If you are 
the recipient of Your pharmacist iscompletely familiar with the 
fullypaid benefits, details of this new health plan. 
 )harnlacare 
(~)  Province of Ministwof 
British Columbia Human Resources 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4 
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1. Coming Events 
'Weigl~t Watchers. meeting' held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lozelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate'Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
!nvlted to attend. For 
.partnership or information 
phone 63S.7356. (cff) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
Ileld every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
INCHESAWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more/Informetion phone 635- 
2847 or635-3023. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone .. ' 
6~.1021 
635-7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorlel Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635-4419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge).. First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month., 
'Transfers- Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wightman & Smith - 
AUTOP LAN agent. •4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (cfft) 
14. Business Personal 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
'tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(cff) 
WBbb Refrigeration. 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
L (Ctf) 
'MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune.ups ~ a 
specialty. Phone 635.460,2 
Evenings. 635.4565 days. (ctf) 
I 
B&B & soN 
CEDAR iSHAKES 
Box 5 / i  
• or phone 
635-3689 
Terrace, B.C. 
• (d f ) . '  
[ 
14, Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. ~-  
Class A Electrica~ Con- • • 
tracflng. Free Estimates. 
Phons 635.5876or 638.1231. (ctf) 
| 
Will remove old cars from 
yards for disposal. Reasonable 
rate, Contact Dingle dan's. 
Towing. 635.2948. (p-20) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD. 
R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East 
Phone 638.1710 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
GENERAL 
"CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No job leo big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
)ainting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635-4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf): 
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeraflve Contracting and' 
nousehold repairs. Phone 635.  
5876 or 638-1231. (eft) 
19. Help Wanted 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact .manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (ctf. 
• 1 . . . .  
• !~. ~ ~i~i 
TERRACE 635"6357 
33. FoI" Sale . Misc.  
For Sale: spruce logs suitable. 
for log houses. 635,2603 (.eft) 
For sale 30" Electric renege. 
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48. Suites for Rent 
For Rent July 1. 2 bedroom 
apartment In 4 plex on 
Haugland. Frldgeand stove. 1V~ 
baths. Reference required: 
I 
56. Busih~ss Opportunity 
FOR SALE 
BYTENDER 
ASSETS OF DEAS E 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
PQ BANS CIGARETTES 
a 
Phone635-6090..(p.18,19,1) Phone635.5213. (otf) Rene's pet v=ce 
For Sale: one diamond For Rent: 3.bedroom Real estate and chattels• 
engagement and wedding band basement suite. 4811 Pehle. sltuated In Deese •Lake, q.C. 
set. New. Have written up- Fridge and stove and dlnlng formerly operated .a,, the 
sale,pralsal'Opent°°ffers' Phonephone 635.5617 'table Included. Seperete e n - .  S' ' and lssubjectt°"~ppr°val°ffhe"Deaselnn"', goes up in s m o k e  635-3703 after 5 pm. (o2) trance. Available June 1. Phone Sale Is under direction o~ R.E. 
Reliable saddle horses for .  635,[3292. (p-l) - -  Jamlson as rece iver .manager  
~Oa~es, "t.;,Lth tie nclence. 15,18,19,1,3) . ulte for Ren courts, " Del ix 'c l r ,~air ~an 
BARGAINS BARGAINS i Keyston  e Cour t  I For further information contact ~a:~!2~Qi~ae0b~iii~pl~!ed~  ii~r;a~tf~:m;~nt~ebp~in i~oa~;'rut~dm~i uledthat 
BARGAINS IApartments, Of f i ce  No. I Warren Burgess or Rod Cousins i :eted the 
One 1966 School bus 36 '12:4611 Scott. One, two at Federal Business Development Bank, Terrace - ~ .'ount the 
passenger, S2,500; O~elgffboat /and th ree  bedroom 635-4951. '(c.16,17,18,1,2,3.) ]utious during the weekend government, elected Nov. 1 smoking ban wa upheld. 
with V.W. Inboard outboard, lapartments, to br ing the party program This conforms w i th  a Premier Levesq e, who is 
$3,500;llke.newGOsklroule.JO BuShfor.BUggy$1000,andor J" 635-5224 57. Automobi l~  into line with policies of the promiSeRene L vesquemade Premierwhile known as a hea~ , smokr, 
PQ government . ,  was absent when the vote 
$600 eech; One 1970 In- Reposeesslon for sale: 1972 The 1,500 delegates, campaigning for election let was taken and vhen he 
ternaflonal Scout with blade, $2,500; Tent trailer/$500. 49. Homes for Sale Elmonte 3 bdrm. mobile home. gathered in  the Olymic fa l l . ,  entered the meeti. ~ he was 
For any or all of the above 
contact Don- Days 63S.2600 or 
Nights 635.6937. 
For Sale: 1 Cherolais Bull, o/~ 
French, S years old, good 
calving record. Phone 049.5404, 
R. Perry, Kltwenga. (p.19) 
For Sale: Reko Logs, ready cut 
for cabins. 6Vd' pine logs, 1 size 
18'x18'. Price $2,300. Sauna Size 
7'x14'. Price $1,100. Phone 635- 
5576. (c5,9,10,14,15,18,19,3) 
• ~mi ly  Kome on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1000 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping. ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 630.17~0. cff 
Pets for Sale: 1 registered % 
Arabian mare, 4 years old, 15 
For sele 1500 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
home, enclosed garage, family 
room, landscaped and out 
buildings. Phone to view - 635. 
9050 after S pm (p.3) 
For sale 3 bedroom house 
For Sale: Baycrest dish. with 2 bedroom basement suite. 
washer, 15 cubic feet Viking Very good location. $10,000 
frldge, no freezer com- down. Phone . 635-9593. (p19) 
pertment. Phone 635.6463. (p- 
20) : 'Older 1200 sq. ft. split-leveh 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
37. Pets Road, New Remo. Need~; minor 
repairs. Ideal starter • home. 
Ownei" eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or. mobile 
12'x08~,. inexpensive unit In need 
of repairs. Phone 635-6391. 
(c19) 
1968 Triumph GT6. 
Reasonable mileage, excellent 
condition. Phone 847.9127~- (p-2) 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
Duster. 2 dr. Hard top. Good 
shape: 
1974 N.G.B. sportscar. 18,000 
miles. Good condition. 
1973 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot In Thornhlll. 
Bids and inquiries may be 
forwa'rded to the Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace ,(c.8) 
1974 
Malibu Classic' 
Excellent condition - 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S. full 
wheel covers, cleble head 
lights. 
58. Mobile Homes 
1'RAILER 
AND LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Capowood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In; 
sulated and wired. Make an 
.o~ferl Phone 635-4454 after 6. sff 
Previously the party 
program had called for a 
referendum only if the cigarette and 
federal government refused delegates followe( 
to negotiate wi.th Quebec on 
More days otf 
for all worker  
For sale: 12'x48' Duchess 
trailer With Joeyshack. Extras, EDMONTON (CP) - -  
good shape, all set up. No down , Labor Minister John Munro 
payment, assume payments. 
Phone 635.3428. {p.19,1,3) 
For Sale: 10x50 2 bedroom 
tral!~;'. Fully furnished with 
washer and dryer. Phone after 4: 
pm; 635.6759.  (p19) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
says he will soon introduce 
changes in federal labor 
legislation to benefit non- 
union workers, including 
protection against unjust 
firing, improved minimum 
vacations and expanded 
maternity leave rights for 
women. 
More than half the 500,000 
chewing gum. B t before 
long the premier lit up a 
other 
abusecl by some employers. 
"Some of these changes 
wi l l  no doubt ar-~oy some 
employers," Muro  said. 
"But  I feel sun that the 
major i ty who | :lieve in 
treating employ, ~s fa i r ly  
Will have no d f f f iudty . "  
The measures were 
ust i f iab le  not only on 
umanistic grounds "but  in 
terms of their et,,tr ibution 
24. Situat ions Wanted hands high, chestnut colour, In home on trade. Call 112-562-~51' Phone unfurnished. Phone 635-5817. ' 
WORK WANTED training at present for Engllsh or 63S.7353 to view. (ctf) , 635.9582 ,,,,, workers  under  federal  toa moresatisfie~ ~nd more 
• - - ~  ~-  ~ ( ~ ) _  ! .  ..... ~ufisdJction are not mem- stable,work force ' .  , , 
~OC~l i i lg ,~ i !  I ~ ! ! !  ~ ; i i ~ ~  ~! i ; ! ;~tO i (~ i l l  ~:)~rs of mdons and some are .W.Or.Kers unue ,eaera l  Jurlsfl o¢lon are , ~ployees abused by their employers, . ' .o - .. 
Munro said in a speech ox.coh.v~.'-.s operaung 
Saturda,, to the Canadi-n unner Raerm cnarmrs, 
usually those op, ating m Temporary Services Asso- .• 
.~ . . . .  :.. ~ ~ cidti()n 'auniml ~eeting. ' ::~ "i mor e man one Pr vince. 
• ;"'For Sale: 1"7 Lund boat. Mer~ : . . . .  " ' :;i973 Ford crew cab. 1973F0rd '_ .. ' . . . .  These'workers will be ' 
. . . . . .  :_.,_ ' v ,75_c .oo  d cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1 on V2.acrelotatLaKelseLaKe. 3tonplck.up, 1970Fordf-100, /ra.ller=.brove, !ceDox, war -g iventher ight toanumber '  ~ i  
,yea ngnua ^n ~. 9 . , - - - , . ,  ,.,=. . . . .  ~ . .  z~= =L~,¢ Incluoes propane STOVe, triage, toT~ rt=te.n nlple . n  t'=di /,'lq orooe, ~leeps o - mew c onamon, Of protections and benefits 
conditlen plus accessories, ye¢,ru,u.x . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  fireplace-and more. Serious ~:~=' ; '~  =~'~"/~'_'V~'~',~,~'" 4918 Scott Ave, 635.2052. (p1) that now are routine in most 
Helmut, tools, Maintenance (ctP ' inquiries" only. Contact A-15 (ctf"") . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ion contracts, he said. 
SkeenaValleyTrallerPark (13- For Sale: 10 ft Custom built Munro 's  proposed 
632.2049, ask for Danny .(p-20) one 16 ft run about, both with 19) ' 74 Blezer 4 sp. 4x4, p.S., P.B. camper. Sleeps four. Propane changes to the Canada 
Labor Code include: 
books. Asking $,1004,150. Phone For sale: one 14 fl run about, 
For sale: 1974 Yamaha 650 cc. trailers, and canopy to fit crew ' 
Comes with custom and stock • cab pick-up. Phone 635.5572 or 
parts. $1500. Phone 635.3359. 635-3032. . .. 
1968 Honda A50 co. New paint, 95.HP. Mercury Outboard in 
new tires, • new battery. Good " excellent condition. Will trade 
shape. $550. Phone 635"3359. (p- .for smaller motor (50 HP) In 
201 . . . . . .  ~ like condition. Phone 638-8131 or 
'33. For  Sa le -  Misc.  63e-1es~. (p-19,20) 
For sale 1974 Eveprude 70 HP 
For sale GE  Heavy Duty 1 year on new block. Many 
Washer & Dryer. Excellent. • extras. Good condition. Phone 
condition. Phone 632-7432. (p- 632-7431. (p.20) 
20) 
For sale: 1 saddle and 1 floor 
polisher. Phone 635-7387. (c-20) 
For some real bargains in used 
women's and children's •
clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kitlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at Riverlodge. 
Open 9 to 4 week- 
.days...donations welcomed. 
(cff) 
SELL ING 
Hay - -  S t raw 
Western & 
Eng l i sh  Tack  
Grooming  Equ ipment  
635-5617 
(c.tf 
'Price ~',keena Forest Products 
'Ltd. wlill have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ft. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
• department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Winderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St.,' Terrace; 
635.4636. cff 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive tn Terrace. Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat., 
Closed 635.2603. , Sundays. 
For Sale: Washer splp dryer 
and small portable dryer. Call 
635.2591 after 6 pm. (p.2) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Available June 1st. Room in' 
shared Thornhlll duplex. 
Spacious, pleasant surroun- 
Family home,on one acre• on 
bench beasts 1800 sq. ft. of. 
comfortable living. ~ bedrooms, .' 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. (eft} 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home end 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall. to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green .house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
dings, $70 per month. Phone all reasonable offers. Call 63.S- 
Mike 638.1116 (days); Bill 635- 3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. end 
weekends. (stf) 4232 (evenings). (p-20) L ,',, 
47. Homes for  Rent  ,3  bdrm..partial beret. Large lot. 
Storage In-attic. Garage & 
• . . :. workshop. View 2506 Kenney. 
For rent 2 bedroom house, Phone 635-2547. ;$29~50~. 
fridge and stove Included.' (p5,10,15,19) 
Available June 1. Phone 635- . 
404t. (p-19) :51. Business Locations 
48. Suites for Rent 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepin~ 
units, centrally• located, Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only., 
Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites.. 
Full basement, 1V~ baths, half 
blot:k from schools, 5 mlnpte 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6. 
month lease. Apply Suite 100- 
4530 Scott, (df 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 1:13 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
'New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments• Phone 
638-1032 
or  
635.4321 df  
• For Rent: Ground floor com:' 
merclal or office space. 4546 
Lakelse'. Phone 635-4925. (cff 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace, 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636" 
'Manager 
(ctf) 
i ~ , 
52. Wanted to Rent 
. 
Wonted,to rent: Clean 3 bdrm 
furnished mobile home,'apt, or 
house. Wanted Immediately. 
Phone Pete at Sandman Inns, 
635.9151. Local 349. 
'Naturalist requires cabin 
near park for summer. Phone 
(604) 658.SS50,collect or write 
Distr ict  Superintendent, 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park.' 
(c.2) 
55. ProPerty for  Sale 
Big-game guiding area In the 
Skeena watershed for sale or 
trade in property• Interested 
parties write to this paper, c-o 
Box 1157, 'Terrace, B.C. ' 
(p12,15,16,19,21,3,5,8) 
56. Business Oppor tun i ty  
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced fo sell. 
Phone 635.94/1. (stf) 
A-1 running order. Phone 638- 
1733. (p-2) 
1969 V.W. Beetle; new paint; 
for sale for cash; Phone 635.6850 
anytime. (p.3) 
74 Datsun 250.z, mugs, stereo. 
74 Ford Courier,new motor. 
Moving, must sell. Phone 635- 
• 9050 after 5 pro. (p-3) 
1974 GMC ~'~ ton. Camper 
special 454. 42,000 miles. $3,900, 
or best offer. 635.3007 after 6 
pro. (c.19,1) 
For sale: 1973 Chev Caprice 
Wagon. 32,000 miles. One 
• owner. ,154 CID engine, PS, PB, 
Th400autotrans. Trailer towing 
pkge. Phone 635.3898 after 6 pm 
(p19) 
• 1971 Volkswagon Camper 
Van, carpets, new tires, and 
shocks. Low mileage, very 
clean. Excellent condition. 
Must sell. Phone 632.4477 after 5 
pm. 
I I I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tandsnn 
dump truck in goodrunning 
condition. 
635-7838 " 
cff 
I, 
1974. Bobcat. Standard tran. 
emission, radial tires. S2,000; 
Phone 635-3]78 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very, 
little use. $800. '(cff) 
1968 International Scout 800, 2 
wheel drive. 4918 Scoff Avenue. 
Phone 635.2052. (p-l) 
1971 Vega. 3 speed s;andard. 
47,000 miles. $1100. Phone 635- 
3433. (p-20) 
1974 GMC Van, PS, PB 350. 
Call 635.2591 after 6 (p.2) 
Consign your car, truck or 
fraller. Let a professional sell It 
'for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
63S.4373 
DL 00605A ctf, 
and electric fridge. Three 
burner propane stove and oven 
A new provision 
and toilet. Phone 635-5413, (p-2) would make three weeks' 
67, Snowmobiles vacation after six years' 
employment eompulsory 
For Sale: 1975 Arctic Cat ,t40 ' and  wo~d increase to 10 
Cheetah. All guages. Im. 
maculate condition with 
homemade double snowmobile 
trailer. $1500. Ross AM.FM.8 
track stereo with speakers. 
$150. Travel Scoop $40. Phone 
~5-s~7. (p.l?) 
68. Legal 
DEPARTMENTOF 
PUBLICWORKS 
NOTICE 
from eight the number of 
statutory holidays. The new 
holidays would be Boxing 
Day and the new February 
holiday, Heritage Day. 
averaging was allowea so 
that employees coLdd work 
more than the maximum 48 
hours pe: . ,  ~ed under the 
law (;,:.,.i,lg certain peak 
work per iod .  ~ , t  Munro 
said t~s  averaging 2as been 
SEALEDTENDERS, marked • 
Grounds Maintenance TE~H~Ci 
Skeenavlew Lodge, Terrece . . . . .  
B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
and flower beds according to 
specifications at Skeenavlew 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. will be accepted 
by the Honourable the Minister, 
Oepartment of Public Works, 
,1827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, June 
10, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of High- 
ways and Public Works, ,1827 
Kefth Avenue, Terrace B.C. on 
and after May 30, 1977. 
The lowest or eny tender wlll 
not necessarily be accepted. 
for Minister of Public Works. 
Parliament Bulldlngs, 
Victoria, B.C. 
(c-1) 
DE PARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
N OT I C E 
SEALED TENDERS, markec 
Canopies . Northwest Com. 
munlty College, Terrace, 
British Columbia for addition of 
Canopies to Four Dormitories 
at Northwest Community 
College, Terrace B.C. as per 
drawing 126.25 26 28 29.A12 and 
Specs. Will be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, c. 
o Foreman of Works, Ministry 
of Public Works. 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace B.C. up to 2. 
p.m., June 10, 1977. 
Tenderlng documents may be 
obtained from Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Kelth ave., Terrace 
B.C. and also viewed at Terrace 
Courthouseon end after May 20, 
1977. 
The lowest or any tender will. 
not necessarily be accepted, (c. 
19) 
|01 IPMEI T 
6HLES 
~ uth~l f l ze  ~ ,~;  J f i l r , Fo f :  
Salel & S~rvice 
635-6384 
VULCiIN 
MACHINERY& 
EQUIPM:. NT 
LTD. 
C0wart R0~:l 
PRINCE GEOR,~E, B.C. 
Phone: 564.1 101 
Offers Yo =: 
TREE FARE ER 
KOEHRING-B iNTAN 
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO-K: 
C.S. JOHN:; ON 
Contact: 
Garry Cu~ is 
Sales Represe.=tative 
Clearwater, B.C. 
Phone: 674 )692 
qV WREN STREET 
One and a half storey home 
with car,tort. Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kitchen built In the dormer. 
Large hack yard backs onto 
playground. Frldge and stove 
Included up and down. 
~18,900.00 
I I  • ~ 
REALTY LTD, 
Phone: 632.< 35 
/ 
36 GWYN STREET 
Seven year old three edroom 
home, backing onto Iwk  and 
playground• Large living 
room with fh }piece. 
Basement partly flnh ,ed. 
$ Z,000.00 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGI E 
330 CITY CENTRE, KITIMAT, :}.C 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 2.~1~ 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay ~. .~ 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley ~;:I.I~Q1 
R.E. (Ed) Scalfe :~.~.~' 
4 
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POLICE SEIZE 6,1/2 TONS 
Scratch one ingredient 
from your hash brownies 
CHESTER, N.S. (CP) -- 
RCMP here say a 6Vz-ton 
cargo of hashish seized 
aboard a 75-foot schooner 
Saturday has an estimated 
street value of at least $14 
i t the  million, making 
largest drug haul ever in 
Canada. 
RCMP had said Saturday 
a conservative estimate of 
the drugs' value would be $5 
million, but further 
examination and testing of 
samples revealed the cargo 
to be high-quality Co- 
lumbian hashish in the form 
of hashish oil, liquid 
hashish, hashish balls and. 
straight hashish. 
. "We feel at this point it is 
worth a minimum of $14 
million," Sgt. Bill Smith, 
who is in charge of the in- 
vestigation, said Sunday. 
"It is a very good quality 
hash and on the street it 
would go for $600 a pound at 
least. That price makes it 
definitely the largest seizure 
in Canada in any way, shape 
or fornt." 
The drugs were taken at 
dawn Saturday when RCM- 
P, tipped off by a fisherman 
who had spotted suspicious 
activity, boarded the 
F .ottish-registered 
DRUNKS 
BLOW 
ONCE 
Persons 
scnooner Dalia and arrested, truck's camper back also 
the one man aboard her. The had been stripped bare to 
previous evening they had 
arrested another man in a 
cabin on shore nearby. 
Later Saturday morning, 
two other men were 
arrested on shore. The four 
men, all in their 20s, sub- 
mitted to arrest without 
resistance. 
A jeep and a truck 
equipped wih a camper top 
were seized on shore. 
Like the vessels involved 
in two previous major drug 
arrests in Atlantic Canada 
in 1974, the Delia was sail- 
powered, as opposed to the 
fast power boats favored by 
rum runners who used the 
isolated coves of the Nova 
Scotia shore in the 1930s. 
Smith said drug runners 
use sail-powered boats 
because they can make long 
voyages without sacrificing 
space for the fuel a power 
boat would require. He said 
the Delia's voyage origi- 
nated somewhere in 
Columbia, but RCMP have 
not yet determined where. 
The Delia's painted water 
line had been moved up by 
six inches to make it appear 
that it was not riding 
suspiciously low in the 
water, he said. 
RCMP have a picture of 
the yacht as it appeared 
when it was new, showing it 
equipped with wood 
panelling, bunks, baths and 
other furnishings. But, when 
seized, its interior had been 
stripped to bare essentials 
to make room for the cargo, 
leaving only enough space 
for the crew to sleep. On 
shore, the interior of the 
rovide cargo space while 
kin~. from the outside like 
an ordinary camper. 
The truck would have 
been able to take only a 
fraction of the cargo in one 
load, since it took three 
large truckloads for RCMP 
to haul it away, Smith said. 
RCMP believe the smug- 
glers planned to stash the 
bulk of the cargo 
somewhere in the region's 
many isolated coves or 
islands. 
Three of the men in 
custody are Americans and 
RCMP were checking on the 
nationality of the fourth. 
They are to appear in 
provincial court at nearby 
Bridl~ewater, N.S. Tuesday 
evening. 
The ship remainea in 
Chester Sunday but RCMP 
hauled the drugs to Halifax. 
It was not known Sunday 
who owned the ship or 
whether the owner was 
among those arrested. 
Cpl. Peter Williamson of 
the Chester detachment said 
the operation succeeded 
because of the cooperation 
of local residents. 
Because of the long 
history of liquor and drug 
smuggling along the coast in 
this area, 45 miles southwest 
of .Halifax, police encourage 
loc~.l residents, particularly 
fis~rmen, to report any 
sightings of strange vessels, 
The Delia was first 
sighted Wednesday but left 
the area before police, 
acting on a tip from a local 
fisherman, set up sur- 
veillance. suspected of drunken 
driving do not .have to give 
police more than one 
useable sample,for breath 
analysis, a County Court She wants her man 
judge in this Vancouver" 
area city has ruled. 
=, Judge L" M" .McDonald 
granted the-appeal of SO she won't quit 
Nerman William Wallace of 
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) --Mer- "You are not supposed to 
cedes Brenner has been ar- use the criminal justice 
nearby Burnaby, who had 
Seen convicted of refusing to 
give a second breath 
sample. 
The judge said Wallace 
had given one sample and, ff 
mere than that result was 
required, the Crown should 
have brought in an analysis 
technician. 
• John Motiuk, counsel for 
Wallace, said that since new 
amendments were made to 
the Criminal Code last 
April, police'hove made a 
practice of getting two 
samples within a fixed time 
period. 
With the two results, tech" 
niciaus are not required to 
appear in court to 
corroborate police analysis 
evide~e, he said, adding 
that there may be some 
administrative difficulties 
as a result of the one'sumple 
decision. 
Ecological 
demands 
igr=ored 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
The coots of damage to 
wildlife habitat should he 
assessed to resource 
developers, a University of 
Calgary botany professor 
told the Canadian Wildlife 
Federation annual meeting 
Satarday. 
Richard Pharis, speaking 
In a panel discussion on 
resource development and 
environmental protection, 
=aid that in the past, costs of 
environmental damage 
have not always been 
usessed to developers. 
Recreation developments, 
dams, coal mining and 
forutry operations all have 
an effect on wildlife habitat, 
be said. 
Regulations wz. not De en- 
forced unless "people and 
organizations stand up and 
=cream until politicians do 
=omething." 
Don Lougheed, an Im- 
porlal O!1 Ltd. senior vice- 
~esldent and brother of 
Alberta Premmr Peter 
Longheed, said there Is no 
choice but to accept some 
environmental disturbance 
along with resource 
devel~l~rr.mt. Every projec~ 
woul't have tz be cm'e::tU~ 
examined for its o n- 
vironmental impact 
rested 58 times in her at- 
tempts to tell Rolando 
Duvallon how much she 
'loves him., 
• Mrs. Brenner, a 4?-year- 
old widow, says she wants to 
marry Duvallon. But the 53- 
year-old widower says he 
doesn't love her. 
"She won't leave me 
• alone; I have to keep my 
doors locked," says 
Duvallon. 
Mrs. Brenner, a trim, 
attractive widow, is in jail 
because she defied a judge's 
order to keep away from the 
handsome Duvallon, a 
social work supervisor. 
Both of them decline to 
discuss their relationship. 
But because it has taken 
them into court repeatedly, 
several other people will 
talk. 
"She has been to the office 
building at least 30 times;" 
says a secretary at 
Duvallon's office. She 
starts talking about love and 
everything like that." 
When he sees her coming, 
Duvallon hides. Sometimes 
he calls police. 
"She has a trousseau and 
a white gown in her home," 
says Ted Mastos, an 
assistant state attorney. 
"This lady is torturing this 
man. Never has there been a 
saga like this in the history 
of the Dade (Miami) 
criminal system." 
system to resolve personal 
problems," counters Dennis 
Urbane, a public defender. 
"It is. not illegal to love 
somebody." 
Duvallon and Mrs. 
Brenner met six years ago 
through the Jehovah's 
Witnesses. Both are 
members of that religious 
sect. 
At one time they dated; 
Mrs. Brenner says he 
promised t~ marry her. 
Her mother once had her 
committed for psychiatric 
evaluation. "They found her 
competent," Urhane says. 
"They had to turn her 
loose." 
Now she's in jail because 
of what happened after a 
recent fire at Duvallon's 
aparlment. When he moved 
out, Mrs. Brenner found an 
old trunk in the rubbish. She 
took some photographs from 
the trunk, mounted them in 
an album with lines from the 
bible, and sent he album to 
Duvallon. Authorities called 
it burglary. 
She pleaded not guilty and 
a judge set bend at $10,000 
but said he'd waive it if she 
stayed away from Duvallon. 
She went to see him 
anyway, and last week 
Circuit Court Judge Wilkie 
Ferguson revoked the bond. 
She couldn't meet he bond 
so she went to jai l . .  
THE PLA~IlOUSE THEATRE CENXilE OF B.C. 
-72  PRIkIIIR£? ~lan  Sem~on DON-r MISS i ' r !  
UNDER 
TH|  
. . .  a madcap, contemporary fa rce . . .  
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Friday, June 3rd 
8:00 P.M. 
Tickets available at 
McColl  Real Estate 
I 
4 
I 
Swimming Pools, 
Sturdy Plastic 
48" Decorated Poly 
Pool • 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $6.77 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE 
%00 
Corner Group 
Sofa 
Rust plush material 
5 cushions 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $699.00 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
,SALE• 
PRICE: =599.00  
Ladies Denim 
Runners 
Sizes 5-9 
~OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $7.49 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
=4,97 PRICP: 
Boys 
Denim Jeans 
Flair Leg 
100 percent cotton 
Wide Beltloops 
Sizes 10.12.14.16 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $5.97 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
:)ALE 
PRICE: 2 loS9.00 
Melmao sets 
16 pc. dish set 
3 pafferns 
Plates, bowls, cups, 
saucers 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $11.97 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE, $10 'OO PRICE: 
{" 
May 
Month-End 
i / 
Dial-A-Style I ! Cartop Carrier 
Mist Stick FiberGlass Moulded 
, Construction 
Expandable curl Completely enclosed 
selector 
Standincluded ~ ~ fOrprotectionWeath~r 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG., 4 OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $27.98 PRICE: $88.97 
OUR WOOLWORTH ql ~ OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE i k~ SALE =20,00 =69.97 I PR ICE:  
3 Pc, 
Bedroom Suite 
In/cludes 
Dresser with mirror 
4 Drawer Chest 
Head Board 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $399.95 
OUR WOOLWORTH • 
"SA L E =210.00 
Mens Painter 
Jeans 
4 Pockets 
Slot for  Hammer 
Straight Leg' 
Sizes 28.34 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $15.95 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
=lO.O0 PRICE: 
Vinyl/Cloth 
Covered 
Trailer Mattress 
6f tx4 f t  
2 part with con- 
necting zipper 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $38.50 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
I SALE.. 
PRICE: =34,00 
Boys Western 
Shirt 
Button Front 
Small Red or Blue 
Check Sizes 4 to 6X 4 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 4 
PRICE: $3.96 
4 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE =3,00 I 
Beach Towels 
35"X54" 
100 percent cotton 
Assorted Colours 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $9.99 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
'7.00 PRICE: 
N 
Lawn Mower 
Sunbeam Electric 
18" Blade 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $105.99 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
,s .E =84.97 PRICE: 
Ladies 
Pullover:Sweater 
Loose Turtle Neck 
Navy or Brown 
100 percent Acrylic 
Sizes S.M.L. 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $7.76 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE =3,00 
Boxed 
Chocolate 
3 Ib Box 
Moirs Selection 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $3.66 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE $2.37 
SALE DATES- MAY 30-31/77 
' : /  
' r~"  
, . ]  
i jr U 
.4 • 
) 
° .  
Polariod Film 
-SX70 Land Film 
10 pictures 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. I 
PRICE: $6.99 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
, SALE ,,=: *6,00 
Garden Hose 
I/2" Inside Diameter 
50 foot" ¢b'il "~ ....... 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: S5.99 
:.. 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
=&!IT PRICE: 
Exorcise Hoop 
Assorted Colours 
36" size 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG. 
PRICE: $1.99 
0UR WOOLWORTH 
*1,27 PRICE: 
Sprinkler 4 
3 arm rotary style 
60 f.oot circle at ~"' 
40 p.s.l. -, 
Slide type carrier < ~, 
OUR WOOLWORTH REG., 
PRICE: $5.49 
q 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
PRICE: • 
Cedar 
Chair Kits 
Replacement Kit for 
lawn chairs- I set 
does average arm... 
chair 
OUR WOOLWORTH .REG. 
PRICE: $6.97 
OUR WOOLWORTH 
SALE 
%97 
r~ 
" ,  •m:r  
